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Abstract 

 

Optoelectronic devices are essential components that exploit electromagnetic radiation based on 

light-matter interactions and have been developed with the advance of nanotechnology. In particular, 

communication between materials at interfaces is crucial because optoelectronic devices are made up 

of multilayer structures. Interface/surface engineering allows the regulation of physical stress, energy 

barrier, interfacial band alignment, and defect passivation, all of which are directly related to the 

performance of devices. The arrangement of energy levels affects charge transport and can be adjusted 

by the dipole moment on the surface of nanomaterials. Defect passivation on the interface/surface of 

the materials reduces trap states that induce charge accumulation as a charge injection barrier or act as 

nonradiative recombination centers. These effects are prominent in nanomaterials because of their high 

surface-area-to-volume ratio. Furthermore, since the nanomaterial layer of optoelectronics is a 

microscopic assembly, surface engineering can regulate the communication between nanomaterials by 

changing the interparticle distance and packing density. This dissertation describes surface engineering 

strategies for semiconductor nanomaterials to improve the efficiency of optoelectronic devices. 

Chapter 2 demonstrates the interface engineering between the graphene electrode and the hole 

transport layer for organic solar cells. A thin layer of norepinephrine, an amphiphilic catecholamine 

derivative, is applied to the graphene electrode as a hydrophilic surface modifier to enable efficient 

surface modification without significantly decreasing the optical transmittance or the electrical 

conductivity. The power conversion efficiency of organic solar cells fabricated with this 

poly(norepinephrine)-coated graphene electrode is 7.93%, close to that of the ITO-based reference 

device with a power conversion efficiency of 8.73%. 

In Chapter 3, we demonstrate the surface engineering of InP@ZnSeS quantum dots for a color 

filter. Phenylethyl mercaptan ligands are used as surface modifiers, substituting the original oleic acid 

ligands. In the propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate solvent, more than 75% of 

photoluminescence quantum yields are retained without a peak shift in the emission spectrum during 

the ligand exchange procedure. Surface-engineered quantum dots show high colloidal stability in 

propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate for more than one month under ambient conditions. 

Chapter 4 demonstrates the interface engineering between CsPbBr3 and Cs4PbBr6 perovskite 

nanocrystals for blue light-emitting diodes. Highly emissive blue CsPbBr3 quantum dots are developed 

by controlling the reactivity of metal precursors. In situ generated Cs4PbBr6 nanocrystals eliminate the 

surface defects of CsPbBr3 quantum dots, resulting in high colloidal and thermal stability. The fabricated 

blue light-emitting diode shows an external quantum efficiency of 4.65% at 480 nm and excellent 

spectral stability under operational conditions. 
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As previously discussed, we have developed a catechol-based nanocoating method, a thiol-based 

ligand exchange method, and a surface reconstruction strategy for perovskite materials. Our strategies 

can accelerate the development of a wide range of optoelectronic applications thanks to their versatility. 
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List of Figures 

 

Chapter 1. 

Figure 1.1. Relative size comparison of nanomaterials, microbiological, and other biological entities. 

Bodies visible by light and transmission electron microscopy are indicated and a scale bar denotes the 

size range of the respective biological entities and nanomaterials (1-100 nm). Reproduced with 

permission from ref. 2. Copyright © 2018, BioMed Central Ltd. 

Figure 1.2. Schematic illustrating the relative dimensions of nanoparticles with examples of each 

category. Nanomaterials exist in different dimensionality and current classification schemes of nano-

structured materials are proposed as zero (OD), one (1D), two (2D), and three-dimensional (3D). 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 2. Copyright © 2018, BioMed Central Ltd. 

Figure 1.3. The classification of carbon-based nanomaterials based on their dimension. Reproduced 

with permission from ref. 3. Copyright © 2015, American Chemical Society. 

Figure 1.4. Localized surface plasmon resonance on plasmonic nanoparticles. (a) Scheme of the 

electron clouds oscillating opposite from the direction of electric field close around the NPs with a size 

much smaller than the incident wavelength. (b) Finite difference time domain calculation of the on-

resonance (wavelength labeled on the top of each figure) normalized electric field (|E|) distribution of 

(i) a nanosphere, (ii) a nanocube, and (iii) a nanotriangle, demonstrating the highly localized 

enhancement especially at the sharp tips and rapid attenuation with the distance. Reproduced with 

permission from ref. 9. Copyright © 2021, American Institute of Physics. 

Figure 1.5. (a) Gold nanorods, and (b) silica–gold core–shell nanoparticles. The intense color of these 

nanoparticles arises from the collective excitation of their conduction electrons, or surface plasmon 

resonance modes, which results in photon absorption at wavelengths which varies with (a) aspect ratio 

and (b) shell thickness. Reproduced with permission from ref. 12. Copyright © 2012, Royal Society of 

Chemistry. 

Figure 1.6. (a) Schematic representation of the quantum confinement effects: the bandgap (or HOMO–

LUMO gap) of the semiconductor nanocrystal increases with decreasing size, while discrete energy 

levels arise at the band edges. The energy separation between the band-edge levels also increases with 

decreasing size. (b) Photograph of colloidal dispersions of CdSe QDs with different sizes under 

excitation with a UV lamp in the dark. The color of the photoluminescence changes from red to blue as 
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the QD diameter is reduced from 6 to 2 nm. Reproduced with permission from ref. 16. Copyright © 

2012, Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Figure 1.7. Overview of the main features of polymeric nanoparticles. Reproduced with permission 

from ref. 22. Copyright © 2012, Frontiers Media SA. 

Figure 1.8. Changes in the surface area to volume ratio of a cube. The smaller the cube (object), the 

higher surface area to volume ratio, which has a key role in the interaction of a nanoscale material with 

its surrounding environment. Reproduced with permission from ref. 23. Copyright © 2019, Springer 

Nature. 

Figure 1.9. The qualitative behavior of the size-dependent coercivity of magnetic particles. The 

magnetic behavior of superparamagnetic nanoparticles is demonstrated by the solid line, while 

ferromagnetic particles are presented by dashed lines. Here H denotes the applied magnetic field 

strength and M is the measured magnetization. Reproduced with permission from ref. 26. Copyright © 

2011, IOP Publishing Ltd. 

Figure 1.10. Experimental and theoretical values of the melting-point temperature of gold particles. 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 28. Copyright © 1976, American Physical Society. 

Figure 1.11. Amphiphilic Polymer encapsulation of the nanocrystals. The hydrophobic alkyl chains of 

the polymer intercalate with the surfactant coating. The anhydride rings are located on the surface of 

the polymer-coated nanocrystal. The amino end groups of the cross-linker molecule open the rings and 

link the individual polymer chains. The surface of the polymer shell becomes negatively charged, 

stabilizing the particles in water by electrostatic repulsion. Reproduced with permission from ref. 33. 

Copyright © 2004, American Chemical Society. 

Figure 1.12. (a) Schematic illustration for the synthesis of quantum dots@SiO2 using Stöber approach. 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 34. Copyright © 2014, The Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) 

Schematic representation of the incorporation mechanism of hydrophobic quantum dots in silica spheres 

by the reverse microemulsion method. (c) TEM images of quantum dots (6.4 ± 0.8 nm) in silica spheres 

of 37.2 ± 1.5 nm in diameter; inset shows a magnification of the same sample. Reproduced with 

permission from ref. 35. Copyright © 2008, American Chemical Society. 

Figure 1.13. The covalent bond classification of L, X, and Z ligands. Note that the ligands are always 

classified in their neutral forms. L-type ligands (2-electron donors) are identified as Lewis bases, X-

type ligands (1-electron donors) as radicals, and Z-type ligands (0-electron donors) as Lewis acids. 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 43. Copyright © 2014, American Chemical Society. 
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Figure 1.14. (a) Sketch of a CdSe NC capped with Sn2S6
4–ions. (b) Stable colloidal solutions of 3.6 nm 

CdSe NCs capped with various metal chalcogenide complexes in hydrazine. (c) Stable colloidal 

solutions obtained by combining (N2H5)4Sn2S6 (d) CdSe-Sn2S6
4– nanoparticles dispersed in various 

solvents. (e) Photograph of photoluminescence excited by an ultra-violet lamp. (f) z-Potential measured 

for Sn2S6
4– capped CdSe NCs in hydrazine. (g) Size histogram obtained from dynamic light scattering 

for 8 nm CdSe-Sn2S6
4– nanocrystals in hydrazine. Reproduced with permission from ref. 44. Copyright 

© 2009, American Association for the Advancement of Science. 

Figure 1.15. Modular design of surface ligands for biocompatible nanomaterials. (a) Anchor links 

capping molecules to the crystallite through hydrophobic interaction with native ligands or through 

atoms that bind directly to the nanocrystal surface. (b) Stabilizer region incorporates polyethylene 

glycol or zwitterionic chains that strongly bind water molecules to impart hydrophilicity and prevent 

nonspecific adsorption. (c) Capping molecules may feature reactive groups serving as a tether point for 

covalent conjugation to biofunctional molecules after ligand exchange. (d) The biofunctional units can 

offer targeting, therapeutic or sensing capability. Reproduced with permission from ref. 46. Copyright 

© 2016, Springer Nature. 

Figure 1.16. (a) A mussel is shown attached to a sheet of mica. One of its plaques (red circle) is enlarged 

as a schematic drawing to illustrate the approximate distribution of known proteins. Reproduced with 

permission from ref. 47. Copyright © 2010, The American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular 

Biology, Inc. (b) Structural formula of the mussel foot proteins, mfp-5 showing the alternating amino 

acids that contain amine (blue) and catechol (red) units in their side chains. Reproduced with permission 

from ref. 48. Copyright © 2014, Wiley-VCH. (c) A schematic illustration of thin film deposition of 

polydopamine by dip-coating an object in an alkaline dopamine solution. Possible structural evolution 

and polymerization mechanisms of dopamine. Reproduced with permission from ref. 49. Copyright © 

2007, American Association for the Advancement of Science. 

Figure 1.17. Types of optoelectronic devices. Reproduced with permission from ref. 53. Copyright © 

2020, Frontiers Media S.A. 

Figure 1.18. (a) Schematic depicting the device structure of an organic light-emitting diode (OLED) 

and band diagram of the OLED. (b) Typical current–voltage characteristics of an OLED. (c) Schematic 

depicting the device structure of an organic photodiode (OPD) and photovoltaic (OPV), and diagrams 

of the OPD and OPV. (d) Typical current–voltage characteristics of an OPD (top) and OPV (bottom). 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 54. Copyright © 2021, Elsevier B.V. 

Figure 1.19. (a) Scheme of the two-step surface modification of InAs QDs and Energy 

levels ECB, EVB, and EF (vs. the vacuum level) of InAs QD films, deduced from UPS measurements. 
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(ref. 55) (b) Complete energy level diagrams of PbS QDs exchanged with the various ligands. 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 56. Copyright © 2014, American Chemical Society. (c) Dipole 

moments of TP, 4-MTP, and 4-DMATP molecules, and energy level diagram of interface between QDs 

and hole transport part based on measured VBM of QDs in all-solution-processed inverted-structure 

green QLEDs. Reproduced with permission from ref. 57. Copyright © 2020, Wiley-VCH. 

Figure 1.20. (a) Multilayered device schematic of all-solution-processed red QLED and (b) cross-

sectional TEM image of a representative device integrated with 3 mmol-ZA-ZMO NP-based ETL. (c) 

Energy band levels, (d) current density−voltage, (e) luminance−current density, and (f) EQE−current 

density of red QLEDs integrated with p-ZMO and a series of acrylate-functionalized ZMO ETLs. 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 58. Copyright © 2022, American Chemical Society. 

Figure 1.21. Schematic representation of different preparations for semiconductive NCs films (a) Solid-

state ligand exchange: the NCs are first deposited on substrate and then ligand exchanged. The cracks 

formed in the bottom layer can be filled or covered by the subsequent layers. (b) Solution-phase ligand 

exchange: the ligand exchange process is conducted in solution. Then, the exchanged NC ink is 

dispersed in solvents such as dimethylformamide, formamide, and butylamine, which can be deposited 

into solid film directly. (c) Advanced solid-state ligand exchange: the NC mixture (dots and dimers) 

dispersed in nonpolar solution (hexane, octane etc.) is deposited on a substrate, which is then ligand 

exchanged to obtain crack-free, thick, and semiconductive NC film in only 1 step.  Reproduced with 

permission from ref. 64. Copyright © 2020, Cell Press. 

Figure 1.22. (a) Schematic illustration of PDA-sensitized solar cells showing the photoinduced charge 

transfer process. Reproduced with permission from ref. 66. Copyright © 2012, Wiley-VCH. (b) Possible 

binding modes for anchoring groups on TiO2 and molecular structures of porphyrin sensitizers. 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 67. Copyright © 2019, Wiley-VCH. 

Figure 1.23. (a) Schematic representation of type-I DSSC and type-II DSSC, (b) Chemical structures 

of D–π–Cat dye sensitizers YM-1, YM-2 and YM-3. Reproduced with permission from ref. 68. 

Copyright © 2014, The Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) Electron-injection pathway from the dye to the 

CB of the TiO2 electrode for a type-II DSSC based on CAT dye and a type-II DSSC based on CAT-

PET dye. (d) Chemical structures of CAT and CAT-PET dyes with various substituents. Reproduced 

with permission from ref. 69. Copyright © 2017, The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Figure 1.24. (a) Molecular structures of catechol derivatives. (b) Typical J–V curves of Pero-SCs with 

neat PEDOT:PSS (black, empty square), and DOPA- (red, empty circle), NE- (blue, triangle) and 

DOBD-PEDOT:PSS (green, solid triangle) as HTLs. (c) The size analysis of the crystal grains in the 

perovskite films on the neat/doped PEDOT:PSS. Reproduced with permission from ref. 70. Copyright 
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© 2017, The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Figure 1.25. (a) Considerable differences in doping of PEDOT:PSS and DA-PEDOT:PSS: DA 

semiquinone radicals yield a greater electron donating effect for trap passivation. (b) Potential 

passivation effect: interactions between undercoordinated Pb atoms on the perovskite crystal and DA-

PEDOT:PSS with amino and hydroxyl groups. Reproduced with permission from ref. 71. Copyright © 

2018, Wiley-VCH. 

Figure 1.26. (a) The molecular structure of PM6, Y6, and PNDIT-F3N. (b) Schematic energy level 

diagrams of the materials and device structure of the OSCs. (c) J–V and (e) IPCE curves of the devices 

with the as-cast PM6:Y6 system. (d) J–V and (f) IPCE curves of the devices with optimized PM6:Y6 

system. Reproduced with permission from ref. 72. Copyright © 2020, Wiley-VCH. 

Figure 1.27. (a) Schematic diagram of the dopamine self-assembled monolayer between SnO2 ETL and 

perovskite, (b) Best PCE of the devices with different DA treatment times and (c) histogram of 

efficiencies among 20 devices. (d) J−V curves measured under reverse and forward voltage scanning 

and (e) EQE of the devices deposited on SnO2 ETL with or without a DA SAM modification. 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 73. Copyright © 2018, American Chemical Society. 

Figure 1.28. (a) Scheme of perovskite crystal structure. Reproduced with permission from ref. 75. 

Copyright © 2014, Springer Nature. (b) Near unity photoluminescence quantum yield of 

CsPbX3 (X=Cl, Br, and I) nanocrystals (NCs). Reproduced with permission from ref. 76. Copyright © 

2019, Wiley-VCH. (c) Emission from CsPbX3 NCs (black data points) plotted on CEI chromaticity 

coordinates and compared to most common color standards. Reproduced with permission from ref. 77. 

Copyright © 2015, American Chemical Society. (d) Anion exchange reactions on CsPbX3 NCs. 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 78. Copyright © 2015, American Chemical Society. (e) Solution 

processes for preparing perovskite films. Reproduced with permission from ref. 79. Copyright © 2015, 

The Royal Society of Chemistry. (f) Schematics comparing electronic structures that are defect-

intolerant and defect-tolerant. Reproduced with permission from ref. 80. Copyright © 2017, American 

Association for the Advancement of Science. 

Figure 1.29. (a) Schematic illustrations of single-layered CsPbBr3, bilayered CsPbBr3/MABr, and 

quasi-core/shell CsPbBr3/MABr structures, all fabricated on ITO substrates. (b) Photographs of the 

three as-prepared perovskite films under ultraviolet light. (c) SIMS depth analysis of the as-prepared 

quasi-core/shell CsPbBr3/MABr structure on ITO glass. (d) Cross-sectional TEM image of the quasi-

core/shell CsPbBr3/MABr structure on PEDOT:PSS. White arrows indicate the MABr shell (the grain 

boundary). Reproduced with permission from ref. 86. Copyright © 2018, Springer Nature. 
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Figure 1.30. Schematic of LED structures and chemical structures of various ligand materials with 

different bulkiness and length. Reproduced with permission from ref. 87. Copyright © 2019, American 

Chemical Society. 

Figure 1.31. Schematic illustration of ligand exchange process driven by acid etching. Reproduced with 

permission from ref. 61. Copyright © 2021, Wiley-VCH. 

Figure 1.32. (a)–(d) ζ potentials (left) and schematics (right) of QD surfaces. (a) The surface of as-

synthesized perovskite QDs showing near-zero ζ potential. (b) Purified QDs with surface defects and 

exhibiting slight positive charges. (c) QD resurfacing with isopropylammonium bromide. Surface 

vacancies were passivated and a bipolar solvent shell formed around the surface of the QDs. (d) QD 

surface following cation substitution using Na+. (e) Solids formed with resurfaced perovskite QDs with 

high PLQYs. (f) QD surface passivated with traditional long-chain organic ligands. (g) Film cast from 

perovskite QDs with long-chain organic ligands. Reproduced with permission from ref. 81. Copyright 

© 2020, Springer Nature. 

Chapter 2. 

Figure 2.1. Formation of the pNE film on graphene. (a) Molecular structure of norepinephrine. (b) 

Schematic of the process of coating and polymerization of norepinephrine on graphene. (c) Scheme for 

the polymerization pathway of norepinephrine. (d) Digital image of pristine and pNE-coated graphene 

on glass substrates. 

Figure 2.2. AFM images of pNE-coated graphene samples incubated for 6 h with and without AEE. 

Figure 2.3. Water contact angles on pNE-coated graphene samples incubated for 6 h with and without 

AEE. 

Figure 2.4. Optical transmittance of pNE-coated graphene films before annealing. 

Figure 2.5. Surface morphology analysis of pristine and pNE-coated graphene without annealing. (a) 

Topography images of pristine graphene and pNE-coated graphene formed with various incubation 

times. (b) RMS values representing the roughness of graphene and pNE-coated graphene. (c) Thickness 

of the pNE film as a function of the incubation time. 

Figure 2.6. SEM images of (a–d) pNE-coated graphene and (e–h) pDA-coated graphene according to 

incubation time. 

Figure 2.7. (a–c) AFM images of pNE-coated graphene after annealing with different incubation time. 

Comparison of (d) root mean square values and (e) thicknesses of pNE-coated graphene before and 

after annealing. 
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Figure 2.8. XPS spectra of (a–c) C 1s and (d–f) N 1s peaks of pNE-coated graphene before and after 

annealing. 

Figure 2.9. Sheet resistance of pNE-coated graphene films before and after annealing according to 

incubation time. 

Figure 2.10. Optical transmittance of pNE-coated graphene films after annealing. 

Figure 2.11. Spectroscopic analyses of graphene and pNE-coated graphene without annealing. (a) 

Raman spectra of graphene and pNE-coated graphene (the purple shaded region indicates the defect-

related peak). Zoom-in regions of the Raman spectra at right confirm the presence of p-doped graphene. 

XPS spectra of the (b) C 1s and (c) N 1s peaks showing the peak shift due to the pNE coating on the 

graphene surface. UPS spectra of the (d) cut-off and (e) Fermi edge regions for graphene and pNE-

coated graphene. 

Figure 2.12. Surface modification of graphene by the pNE coating without annealing. (a) Water contact 

angles on pristine graphene and pNE-coated graphene samples incubated for 1, 3, and 6 hr. SEM images 

of the PEDOT:PSS coatings on (b) a pristine graphene surface and (c−e) pNE-coated graphene with 

various incubation times. 

Figure 2.13. Device performance of the pNE-coated graphene-based OSCs. (a) Schematic of the 

conventional device and the corresponding flat-band energy-level diagram. (b) J−V characteristics of 

the pNE-coated graphene-based OSCs with and without the annealing treatment. (c) Performance 

statistics for the OSCs with G-pNE1 with and without annealing. (d) J−V characteristics and (e) EQE 

measurements with corresponding integrated Jsc of the device with the best performance (G-pNE1-A) 

compared with those of the ITO reference. 

Chapter 3. 

Figure 3.1. Surface engineering of InP@ZnSeS QDs. The schematic depicts the ligand exchange of 

oleic acid-capped InP@ZnSeS QDs with thiol ligand to modulate the compatibility. The InP@ZnSeS 

QDs capped with phenylethyl mercaptan (PEM) are dispersible in propylene glycol monomethyl ether 

acetate (PGMEA) solvent. The photographs in the inset show the InP@ZnSeS QDs in PGEMA. 

Figure 3.2. Molecular structures of (a) PEM, (b) 2-mercaptoethanol, and (c) 3-mercaptopropionic acid. 

Photographs under (d) room light and (e) 365 nm UV light of the surface-engineered InP@ZnSeS QDs 

in PGMEA depending on the types of thiol ligands. 

Figure 3.3. Photoluminescence spectra of surface-engineered QDs depending on the various reaction 

conditions such as (a) concentration of PEM ligands, (b) reaction temperature, and (c) reaction time. 
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Figure 3.4. Dynamic light scattering data of OA-capped QDs and PEM-capped QDs. 

Figure 3.5. Fourier transform-infrared spectroscopy spectra of (a) OA, (b) OA-capped QDs, (c) PEM, 

and (d) OA, PEM-capped QDs. 

Figure 3.6. 1H nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of (a) OA, (b) PEM, (c) OA-capped QDs, and (d) 

OA, PEM-capped QDs dissolved in CDCl3. 

Figure 3.7. Photoluminescence spectra of surface-engineered QDs with emission wavelengths of 534 

nm, 593 nm, and 615 nm. 

Figure 3.8. The colloidal stability of surface-engineered QDs. Changes in photoluminescence spectra 

of QDs with emission wavelengths of (a) 534 nm, (b) 593 nm, and (c) 615 nm. (d) Photoluminescence 

retention of QDs after one-month storage in ambient conditions. 

Chapter 4. 

Figure 4.1. X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns according to the feeding molar ratio of Cs and Pb 

precursor. 

Figure 4.2. Schematic representation of temperature-dependent growth trend of perovskite 

nanoparticles. The schematic depicts the active metal precursor ion concentrations and products 

(CsPbBr3 and Cs4PbBr6 nanocrystals) as functions of increasing reaction temperature. The colored x-

axis that gradually changes from blue to green indicates the CsPbBr3 NC emission wavelength. 

Figure 4.3. Characterization of perovskite NCs depending on the reaction temperature. (a) UV–vis 

absorption spectra, (b) XRD patterns, and (c) PL spectra of samples synthesized at 60 °C, 80 °C, 120 °C, 

and 160 °C, respectively. The insets are photographs of perovskite NCs in non-polar solvents acquired 

under 365 nm UV light illumination. TEM images of the samples synthesized at (d) 60 °C, (e) 80 °C, 

(f) 120 °C, and (g) 160 °C; the inset of (e) shows a high-resolution TEM image the of CsPbBr3 NCs 

prepared at 80 °C. (h) Histograms illustrating the distributions of CsPbBr3 NCs sizes for the samples 

prepared at different reaction temperatures. (i) Variations in emission wavelength, PLQY, and FWHM 

of the as-synthesized products with reaction temperature. 

Figure 4.4. High magnification transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the in situ generated 

CsPbBr3-Cs4PbBr6 nanocrystals (ISNCs) synthesized at (a) 60 oC, (b) 80 oC, (c) 120 oC, and (d) 160 oC. 

Figure 4.5. UV-vis absorption and PL spectra of conventional CsPbBr3 quantum dots (C-QD113). 

Figure 4.6. Stability of in situ generated perovskite NCs. Variations in emission wavelength, PLQY, 

and FWHM of (a) in situ generated CsPbBr3-Cs4PbBr6 NCs (ISNCs) and (d) conventional CsPbBr3 
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QDs (C-QD113) with incubation time under ambient conditions (relative humidity: 65%, temperature: 

25 °C). Emission stability of (b) ISNCs and (e) C-QD113 in toluene at 120 °C; the insets show 

photographs of the respective NCs acquired under UV light illumination. XRD patterns of (c) ISNCs 

and (f) C-QD113 after annealing in toluene at 120 °C over various periods of time. 

Figure 4.7. Water contact angles of (a) ISNCs, (b) C-QD113, and (c) separated CsPbBr3 QDs (S-QD113) 

on SiO2 wafer. 

Figure 4.8. (a) UV-vis absorption spectrum, (b) PL spectrum, and (c,d) TEM images of pure Cs4PbBr6 

NCs (NC416). 

Figure 4.9. (a) UV-vis absorption spectra, (b) magnified view of the absorption spectra in the region 

300-600 nm, and (c) Photoluminescence (PL) spectra of NCs washed with methyl acetate and the 

mixture of acetonitrile and toluene. TEM images of NCs washed with (d) the mixture of acetonitrile 

and toluene and (e) methyl acetate. (f) XRD patterns according to the washing method. 

Figure 4.10. Characterization of the interaction between CsPbBr3 QDs and Cs4PbBr6 NCs. (a) UV–vis 

absorption and (b) PL spectra for various ratios of separately prepared CsPbBr3 QDs (S-QD113) and 

Cs4PbBr6 NCs (NC416). (c) NC size histograms before and after mixing S-QD113 and NC416 at a weight 

ratio of 1:2. (d) PL decay curves of S-QD113 and mixed S-QD113 and NC416. (e) Photographs acquired 

under UV light illumination of the as-prepared sample (left) and the sample after storage for 12 h under 

ambient conditions (right). (f) PL spectra of film in part A and B of the sample slide after 0 h and 12 h. 

Part A of the film was coated with S-QD113
 only and part B was sequentially coated with NC416 and then 

S-QD113. (g) Schematics of S-QD113 surfaces produced by mixing S-QD113 and NC416 in weight ratios 

from 1:0 to 1:2. Imperfect octahedrons on the S-QD113 surface were peeled off upon addition of NC416. 

Figure 4.11. Photographs under (a) room light and (b) 365 nm UV light of the mixture according to the 

weight ratio of S-QD113 and NC416. 

Figure 4.12. (a) The schematic illustration of the experiment mixing S-QD113 and NC416 at a weight 

ratio is 1:2. TEM images of (b) S-QD113, (c) NC416, and (d) mixed S-QD113 and NC416. 

Figure 4.13. TEM images with different magnifications at (a) 13.5k, (b) 26.5k (c) 88k, and (d) 255k 

when S-QD113 and NC416
 are mixed in a 1:2 weight ratio. 

Figure 4.14. 1H nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of (a) NC416, (b) S-QD113, (c) oleylamine, and (d) 

oleic acid dissolved in CDCl3. 

Figure 4.15. PL spectra of (a) S-QD113 and (b) ISNCs as a function of excitation wavelength. UV-vis 

absorption and PL excitation spectra of (c) S-QD113 and (d) ISNCs. 

Figure 4.16. Temperature-dependent PL spectra of (a) S-QD113 and (b) ISNCs in the temperature range 
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of 20-300k. (c) Normalized PL intensities of S-QD113 and ISNCs as a function of temperature. 

Figure 4.17. The schematic illustration of the mixing S-QD113 and NC416 in solid state. 

Figure 4.18. Blue perovskite LED device structure and performance characteristics. (a) Cross-sectional 

SEM image of ISNCs LED. (b) Energy band diagram of the materials employed in LEDs. (c) Current 

density–voltage (J–V) curve and luminance–voltage (L–V) curve, (d) luminous efficiency–current 

density (LE–J) curve, and (e) EQE–current density (EQE–J) curve of ISNCs LEDs. (f) EL spectra of 

ISNCs LEDs at various voltages. 

Figure 4.19. Histogram of maximum EQEs of ISNCs LEDs. 
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Chapter 1. 

Introduction of Thesis 

 

1.1 Introduction to nanomaterials 

The concept of nanotechnology was introduced in Richard P. Feynman's famous lecture "There’s 

Plenty of Room at the Bottom" in 1959.1 nanotechnology has advanced significantly and is still 

expanding into new fields such as physics, chemistry, material science, and biosciences. The term 

"nano" is derived from the Greek word nanos or the Latin word nanus, which means "dwarf." 

Nanotechnology is the study and application of nanomaterials, which have at least one dimension and 

a size range of 1 to 100 nanometers (Figure 1.1).2 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1. Relative size comparison of nanomaterials, microbiological, and other biological entities. 

Bodies visible by light and transmission electron microscopy are indicated and a scale bar denotes the 

size range of the respective biological entities and nanomaterials (1-100 nm). Reproduced with 

permission from ref. 2. Copyright © 2018, BioMed Central Ltd. 
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Nanomaterials are divided into different categories based on their dimensions and chemical 

properties. Typically, four different nanomaterials depend on their size and morphology (figure 1.2).2 

Zero-dimensional nanomaterials are materials in the nanoscale range in all three dimensions, and 

examples include semiconductor quantum dots, gold nanoparticles, and fullerenes. One-dimensional 

nanomaterials are materials in the nanoscale range of two dimensions, such as nanorods, nanowires, 

and carbon nanotubes. Two-dimensional nanomaterials are materials with any one dimension in the 

nanoscale range, examples of which are nanoplates, graphene, nanofilms, and layered nanomaterials. 

Finally, three-dimensional nanomaterials are out of the nanoscale range in any dimension, and examples 

include liposomes, polycrystalline materials, and dendrimers. 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Schematic illustrating the relative dimensions of nanoparticles with examples of each 

category. Nanomaterials exist in different dimensionality and current classification schemes of nano-

structured materials are proposed as zero (OD), one (1D), two (2D), and three-dimensional (3D). 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 2. Copyright © 2018, BioMed Central Ltd. 
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Based on their physical and chemical characteristics, nanomaterials can be classified as follows: 

 

Carbon-based nanomaterials 

Carbon-based nanomaterials include fullerenes, carbon nanotubes, graphene, graphene oxide, 

nanodiamonds, and carbon dots (Figure 1.3).3 Fullerene, also known as the C60 molecule, was the first 

carbon nanostructure discovered and reported in 1985.4 The C60 molecule has a spherical structure with 

the arrangement of its sp2 carbon atoms in a succession of hexagons and pentagons. Moreover, six years 

later, carbon nanotubes were reported by Iijima.5-7 The carbon nanotube is a tubular structure with a 

diameter of 1-2 nm, similar to the shape of a rolled graphite sheet. Then, single-layer graphene was 

isolated and characterized by A.K. Geim and K.S. Novoselov.8 These carbon nanoallotropes show 

similar and unique properties because they consist of the sp2 carbon atom, having a hexagonal network. 

They are all comparable in terms of optical properties, electrical conductivity, mechanical strength, and 

reactivities. Other types of carbon nanomaterials are carbon dots and nanodiamonds. Carbon dots 

contain combinations of sp3 and sp2 carbon atoms in various ratios, whereas nanodiamonds are 

composed of tetrahedral sp3 carbon atoms. 

 

Metal nanomaterials 

Metal nanomaterials have unique characteristics, such as localized surface plasmon resonance and 

optical properties (Figure 1.4).9 The coherent electron oscillations induced by the incident light lead to 

strong light absorption, scattering, and so forth at the surface of metal nanomaterials.10, 11 As a result, 

the alkali and noble metal nanomaterials (e.g. Cu, Ag, and Au) have a strong and broad absorption band 

in the visible region. This localized surface plasmon resonance property can be easily modified by 

controlling the structure, shape, and size of metal nanomaterials (Figure 1.5).12 For example, the color 

of the solution changes from blue to red when the size of Au nanoparticles is reduced to 3 nm. Due to 

their advanced optical properties, metal nanomaterials are widely used in different research areas, 

energy conversion, optoelectronic devices, and bioimaging.13, 14 

 

Semiconductor nanomaterials 

A semiconductor is a material that has a bandgap and an electrical conductivity between a 

conductor and an insulator. When a semiconductor absorbs photons with energy greater than the band 

gap, electrons are excited from the valence band to the conduction band, leaving holes and generating 

excitons. An exciton means that an electron and hole are bound by Coulomb interaction. 

Semiconducting nanomaterials have a specific length scale called exciton Bohr radius ranging from 

2 to 50 nm. When the size of the semiconductor is smaller than the exciton Bohr radius, spatial 

confinement occurs in the exciton wave function.15 This difference in the density of the electronic state 

induces a change in the bandgap depending on the size of the semiconductor (Figure 1.6).16 The effect 
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is referred to as quantum confinement and is applied to various optoelectronic devices such as solar 

cells, photodetectors, and light-emitting diodes. Semiconductor nanomaterials are formed from a 

variety of different compounds. Typical examples include Si, Ge of group IV, GaN, GaP, GaAs, InP, 

and InAs of group III-V, and ZnO, ZnS, CdS, CdSe, and CdTe of group II-VI.17 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3. The classification of carbon-based nanomaterials based on their dimension. Reproduced 

with permission from ref. 3. Copyright © 2015, American Chemical Society. 
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Figure 1.4. Localized surface plasmon resonance on plasmonic nanoparticles. (a) Scheme of the 

electron clouds oscillating opposite from the direction of electric field close around the NPs with a size 

much smaller than the incident wavelength. (b) Finite difference time domain calculation of the on-

resonance (wavelength labeled on the top of each figure) normalized electric field (|E|) distribution of 

(i) a nanosphere, (ii) a nanocube, and (iii) a nanotriangle, demonstrating the highly localized 

enhancement especially at the sharp tips and rapid attenuation with the distance. Reproduced with 

permission from ref. 9. Copyright © 2021, American Institute of Physics. 

 

 

Figure 1.5. (a) Gold nanorods, and (b) silica–gold core–shell nanoparticles. The intense color of these 

nanoparticles arises from the collective excitation of their conduction electrons, or surface plasmon 

resonance modes, which results in photon absorption at wavelengths which varies with (a) aspect ratio 

and (b) shell thickness. Reproduced with permission from ref. 12. Copyright © 2012, Royal Society of 

Chemistry. 
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Figure 1.6. (a) Schematic representation of the quantum confinement effects: the bandgap (or HOMO–

LUMO gap) of the semiconductor nanocrystal increases with decreasing size, while discrete energy 

levels arise at the band edges. The energy separation between the band-edge levels also increases with 

decreasing size. (b) Photograph of colloidal dispersions of CdSe QDs with different sizes under 

excitation with a UV lamp in the dark. The color of the photoluminescence changes from red to blue as 

the QD diameter is reduced from 6 to 2 nm. Reproduced with permission from ref. 16. Copyright © 

2012, Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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Polymeric nanomaterials 

Polymer nanomaterials are colloidal organic nanoparticles with dimensions in the nano regime. 

Depending on the synthetic method, they are mainly divided into nanosphere and nanocapsule 

structures.18 The nanosphere is a matrix-like structure in which a polymer has a single large sphere 

morphology, and other molecules are adsorbed on the sphere surface. On the other hand, the 

nanocapsule has a core-shell structure, and the polymeric shell encapsulates external substances.19-21 

Polymeric nanomaterials are widely used for drug delivery and diagnostics purposes because they have 

the advantages of protection and controlled release of specific substances such as drugs, easy 

functionalization, and biocompatibility. (Figure 1.7).22 

 

 

 

Figure 1.7. Overview of the main features of polymeric nanoparticles. Reproduced with permission 

from ref. 22. Copyright © 2012, Frontiers Media SA. 
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Physicochemical properties of nanomaterials 

The nanomaterials have a high surface-area-to-volume ratio compared to the bulk, exhibiting new 

magnetic, electrical, optical, mechanical, and catalytic properties that are not expressed in their bulk 

counterparts. (Figure 1.8).23 The following section discusses some of their key characteristics. 

Electronic and optical properties 

Some nanomaterials display a distinct color from their bulk counterparts. These phenomena appear 

due to the confinement of electrical carriers within nanomaterials. The electromagnetic field of the 

incident light on the metal nanoparticle induces coherence oscillation with free electrons of the metal. 

Electron oscillation causes charge separation at the metal surface and generates dipole oscillation. This 

localized surface plasmon resonance strongly absorbs the incident light and changes the optical 

properties of the material.24 Semiconductor nanoparticles are in the spotlight as optical materials 

because they have an appropriate bandgap and its tunability. Semiconductor nanomaterials adjust the 

bandgap of the material as desired within a size smaller than the exciton Bohr radius by the quantum 

confinement effect.25 

Magnetic properties 

The magnetic dipoles known as magnetons are created by spinning electric-charged nanomaterials. 

Magnetons in ferromagnetic materials are reorganized into Weiss domains. This magnetic domain is a 

volume in which magnetons are aligned in the same direction by an external magnetic field. The 

response of a ferromagnetic material to an applied magnetic field is interpreted as a hysteresis loop. 

Remanence and coercivity are the two main parameters in a hysteresis loop, and coercivity is strongly 

correlated with the size of materials. As the size of the ferromagnetic material gradually decreases, the 

multi-domain becomes a single domain and then the coercivity reaches zero (Figure 1.9).26, 27 This is 

called superparamagnetism, and superparamagnetic nanomaterials become nanomagnets that respond 

only to external magnetic fields without hysteresis. 

Thermal properties 

In general, as the number of grain boundaries increases, phonon scattering increases at the 

disordered boundary, resulting in a decrease in thermal conductivity. However, when the grain size is 

reduced to the nano regime, it becomes comparable to the phonon's mean free path. The nanomaterials 

differ from the general trend due to the photon confinement and quantization effect of photon transport. 

The shape of nanomaterials, in particular, has an impact on their thermal conductivity. For instance, 

strong phonon-phonon interactions cause 1D nanowires to have reduced thermal conductivity, whereas 

tubular architectures have excellent thermal conductivity. Additionally, the melting point of the 

substance tends to decrease in nanomaterials. (Figure 1.10).28 This is because nanoparticles have a high 

surface area-to-volume ratio that modifies the thermodynamic and thermal properties of the material. 
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Figure 1.8. Changes in the surface area to volume ratio of a cube. The smaller the cube (object), the 

higher surface area to volume ratio, which has a key role in the interaction of a nanoscale material with 

its surrounding environment. Reproduced with permission from ref. 23. Copyright © 2019, Springer 

Nature. 
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Figure 1.9. The qualitative behavior of the size-dependent coercivity of magnetic particles. The 

magnetic behavior of superparamagnetic nanoparticles is demonstrated by the solid line, while 

ferromagnetic particles are presented by dashed lines. Here H denotes the applied magnetic field 

strength and M is the measured magnetization. Reproduced with permission from ref. 26. Copyright © 

2011, IOP Publishing Ltd. 

 

 

Figure 1.10. Experimental and theoretical values of the melting-point temperature of gold particles. 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 28. Copyright © 1976, American Physical Society. 
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1.2 Interface/surface engineering strategies for nanomaterials 

 

Encapsulation with amphiphilic species 

Surface engineering is essential to apply the outstanding and unique characteristics of 

nanomaterials to various research fields. Highly crystalline and monodisperse nanocrystals are often 

synthesized by high temperatures in organic solvents and have hydrophobic long-chain ligands. The 

encapsulation method forms an additional ligand layer on the original ligand layer based on the 

hydrophobic interaction. Hydrophobic parts are intercalated between the original ligands in amphiphilic 

species (e.g., polymers, proteins, and lipids), while the hydrophilic parts are exposed to the outside to 

change solubility. 29-32 This method has the advantage of reducing defects on the surface of nanoparticles 

and enhancing stability because the original ligand is preserved without detaching. Furthermore, 

functional groups can be added to hydrophilic parts to introduce conjugation points and make the 

organic complex shell robust via crosslinking. W. J. Parak’s group improved the stability of the 

encapsulated nanocrystal by locating an anhydride ring on the surface and using amino end groups as 

the cross-linker molecule (Figure 1.11).33 However, as a second ligand layer is formed on the surface, 

the hydrodynamic diameter increases and the encapsulation is easily collapsed in organic solvents.  

 

Encapsulation with silica 

Silica encapsulation is also a promising surface engineering method due to its excellent stability, 

nontoxicity, and biocompatibility. There are two methods for encapsulating silica on nanomaterials: the 

Stöber approach and the water-in-oil reverse microemulsion approach (Figure 1.12).34, 35 The Stöber 

approach uses nanomaterials as seeds for silica growth and requires making the surface of nanomaterials 

hydrophilic and replacing them with silane groups.36-38 In this process, 3-mercaptopropyl-

trimethoxysilane and 3-aminopropyl-trimethoxysilane are frequently used. This approach has the 

disadvantage of the low uniformity of the encapsulated nanoparticles. In the second method, the water-

in-oil reverse microemulsion method, small water droplets are stabilized by a nonionic surfactant in the 

hydrophobic solvent.39, 40 The silica precursor undergoes hydrolysis and condensation at the water/oil 

interface, which allows for uniform and controllable silica shelling. This method is widely used because 

the encapsulation method is simpler than the Stöber approach, and it is easy to control the silica 

morphology. The simplicity of functionalization is another advantage of silica coating. Functional 

groups are introduced through numerous silane coupling agents with a series of processes including, 

hydrolysis, condensation, hydrogen bonding, and bond formation. 
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Figure 1.11. Amphiphilic Polymer encapsulation of the nanocrystals. The hydrophobic alkyl chains of 

the polymer intercalate with the surfactant coating. The anhydride rings are located on the surface of 

the polymer-coated nanocrystal. The amino end groups of the cross-linker molecule open the rings and 

link the individual polymer chains. The surface of the polymer shell becomes negatively charged, 

stabilizing the particles in water by electrostatic repulsion. Reproduced with permission from ref. 33. 

Copyright © 2004, American Chemical Society. 
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Figure 1.12. (a) Schematic illustration for the synthesis of quantum dots@SiO2 using Stöber approach. 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 34. Copyright © 2014, The Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) 

Schematic representation of the incorporation mechanism of hydrophobic quantum dots in silica spheres 

by the reverse microemulsion method. (c) TEM images of quantum dots (6.4 ± 0.8 nm) in silica spheres 

of 37.2 ± 1.5 nm in diameter; inset shows a magnification of the same sample. Reproduced with 

permission from ref. 35. Copyright © 2008, American Chemical Society.  
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Ligand exchange with small molecules 

The reactive dangling bonds are exposed on the surface of nanomaterials and are passivated by 

ligands. Ligands play important roles, such as improving the colloidal stability of nanomaterials and 

electronic communication between nanomaterials. Ligand exchange refers to detaching existing ligands 

and replacing them with newly designed ligands. In order to resolve the surface dangling bonds and 

charge-trapping centers produced during this process, it is crucial to understand how the ligand binds 

to the surface of nanomaterials. Ligands are classified into three types depending on the metal-ligand 

interaction: X-type, L-type, and Z-type ligands (Figure 1.13).41-43 X-type ligands interact with a singly 

occupied orbital on a surface site as a one electron donor and typically include carboxylate, thiolates, 

inorganic ions, and halides. L-type ligands are two electron donors that interact with unoccupied surface 

metal orbitals and typically include amines, phosphines, and phosphine oxides. Z-type ligands are two 

electron acceptors interacting with an occupied lone pair on a surface anion site and typically have metal 

halides. A binding affinity stronger than the original ligands is required for ligand exchange with small 

molecules, and ligands should be carefully chosen based on the material's surface. In addition to 

organic-based ligands, Talapin and co-workers developed molecular metal chalcogenide complexes, 

so-called MCCs in 2009 (Figure 1.14).44 These ligands enhance the electronic coupling between 

neighboring nanocrystals by removing the organic ligand and implementing an inorganic solid. 

 

 

Ligand exchange with polymeric ligand 

The direct ligand exchange method is more accessible to achieve compact nanocrystals than the 

encapsulation method, but it has the drawback of being unstable in the external environment. 

Multidentate polymer ligands with more binding sites than monodentate ligands have been developed 

to increase the stability of nanomaterials.45 These polymeric ligands effectively passivate the 

nanoparticles and minimize the defects caused by the desorption of the binding group. The ability to 

easily control the ratio and amount of anchoring, stabilizing, tethering, and functional groups is another 

benefit of polymeric ligands (Figure 1.15).46 Thiol, catechol, carboxylic acid, and imidazole groups are 

utilized as anchoring groups, accounting for 10 to 30% of the total ratio. Zwitterion and poly(ethylene 

glycol) are frequently employed as stabilizers for bio applications. The versatility for nanomaterials is 

considerably increased by the additional conjugation points provided by tethering groups and functional 

groups. 
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Figure 1.13. The covalent bond classification of L, X, and Z ligands. Note that the ligands are always 

classified in their neutral forms. L-type ligands (2-electron donors) are identified as Lewis bases, X-

type ligands (1-electron donors) as radicals, and Z-type ligands (0-electron donors) as Lewis acids. 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 43. Copyright © 2014, American Chemical Society. 

 

 

Figure 1.14. (a) Sketch of a CdSe NC capped with Sn2S6
4–ions. (b) Stable colloidal solutions of 3.6 nm 

CdSe NCs capped with various metal chalcogenide complexes in hydrazine. (c) Stable colloidal 

solutions obtained by combining (N2H5)4Sn2S6 (d) CdSe-Sn2S6
4– nanoparticles dispersed in various 

solvents. (e) Photograph of photoluminescence excited by an ultra-violet lamp. (f) z-Potential measured 

for Sn2S6
4– capped CdSe NCs in hydrazine. (g) Size histogram obtained from dynamic light scattering 

for 8 nm CdSe-Sn2S6
4– nanocrystals in hydrazine. Reproduced with permission from ref. 44. Copyright 

© 2009, American Association for the Advancement of Science.  
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Figure 1.15. Modular design of surface ligands for biocompatible nanomaterials. (a) Anchor links 

capping molecules to the crystallite through hydrophobic interaction with native ligands or through 

atoms that bind directly to the nanocrystal surface. (b) Stabilizer region incorporates polyethylene 

glycol or zwitterionic chains that strongly bind water molecules to impart hydrophilicity and prevent 

nonspecific adsorption. (c) Capping molecules may feature reactive groups serving as a tether point for 

covalent conjugation to biofunctional molecules after ligand exchange. (d) The biofunctional units can 

offer targeting, therapeutic or sensing capability. Reproduced with permission from ref. 46. Copyright 

© 2016, Springer Nature. 
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Mussel-inspired universal coating 

Mussels are marine organisms that stick strongly to both inorganic and organic surfaces, even in 

the harsh environment of waves. In order to mimic the adhesion of mussels, a sticky plaque is examined, 

and it is discovered that mussel foot proteins 3 and 5 are present on the surface (Figure 1.16a).47 These 

proteins are particularly rich in lysine (Lys, K) and 3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA, Y) (Figure 

1.16b).48 Based on these findings, H. Lee and co-workers reported universal polydopamine coating with 

a substance called dopamine, where the catechol of DOPA and amine of Lysine exists in a single 

molecule (Figure 1.16c).49 The oxidative polymerization of catecholamine is able to coat various 

substrates via adhesion and cohesion. Afterward, similar 1) polyphenol coating found in tea leaves, 

wine, and chocolate, 2) coordination complexes of polyphenols and Fe3+ ions, and 3) 5-pyrogallol 2-

aminoethane coating methods were developed.50-52 Coating methods based on catechol and polyphenol 

are expected to be applied in various fields because they have the advantages of being facile, universal, 

versatile, thin, biocompatible, eco-friendly, and inexpensive. 

 

 

Figure 1.16. (a) A mussel is shown attached to a sheet of mica. One of its plaques (red circle) is enlarged 

as a schematic drawing to illustrate the approximate distribution of known proteins. Reproduced with 

permission from ref. 47. Copyright © 2010, The American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular 

Biology, Inc. (b) Structural formula of the mussel foot proteins, mfp-5 showing the alternating amino 

acids that contain amine (blue) and catechol (red) units in their side chains. Reproduced with permission 

from ref. 48. Copyright © 2014, Wiley-VCH. (c) A schematic illustration of thin film deposition of 

polydopamine by dip-coating an object in an alkaline dopamine solution. Possible structural evolution 

and polymerization mechanisms of dopamine. Reproduced with permission from ref. 49. Copyright © 

2007, American Association for the Advancement of Science. 
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1.3 Interface/surface engineering for optoelectronic devices 

Optoelectronic devices 

Optoelectronic devices are components that detect, emit, convert, and exploit electromagnetic 

radiation based on light-matter interaction. These are essential to our lives, along with today's 

technological developments, typically including photovoltaics, light-emitting diodes (LEDs), 

photodetectors, lasers, and so on (Figure 1. 17).53 Photovoltaics convert light energy into electricity via 

the photoelectric effect. LEDs are devices that convert electric current into light emission, and materials 

that emit light in the visible range are primarily used. Communication between materials at interfaces 

is crucial because optoelectronic devices are made up of multilayer structures, as shown in Figure 1.18. 

54 Interface/surface engineering allows for the regulation of physical stress, energy barrier, interfacial 

band alignment, and defect, all of which are directly related to the performance of devices. Furthermore, 

the impact of the interface is prominent because nanomaterials have a high surface-area-to-volume ratio 

and numerous surface defects. 

 

 

Figure 1.17. Types of optoelectronic devices. Reproduced with permission from ref. 53. Copyright © 

2020, Frontiers Media S.A. 
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Figure 1.18. (a) Schematic depicting the device structure of an organic light-emitting diode (OLED) 

and band diagram of the OLED. (b) Typical current–voltage characteristics of an OLED. (c) Schematic 

depicting the device structure of an organic photodiode (OPD) and photovoltaic (OPV), and diagrams 

of the OPD and OPV. (d) Typical current–voltage characteristics of an OPD (top) and OPV (bottom). 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 54. Copyright © 2021, Elsevier B.V. 
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Role of interface/surface engineering: Energy level alignment 

The arrangement of energy levels in each layer is crucial for fabricating highly efficient 

optoelectronic devices because it affects the transport of electrons and holes. In order to guarantee the 

high efficiency and stability of the devices, it is required to lower the barrier to charge transport and 

balance electron and hole transport. The energy level of the materials modulates when the dipole 

moment on the surface is controlled by ligand exchange. (Figure 1.19).55-57 

 

Figure 1.19. (a) Scheme of the two-step surface modification of InAs QDs and Energy 

levels ECB, EVB, and EF (vs. the vacuum level) of InAs QD films, deduced from UPS measurements. 

(ref. 57) (b) Complete energy level diagrams of PbS QDs exchanged with the various ligands. 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 56. Copyright © 2014, American Chemical Society. (c) Dipole 

moments of TP, 4-MTP, and 4-DMATP molecules, and energy level diagram of interface between QDs 

and hole transport part based on measured VBM of QDs in all-solution-processed inverted-structure 

green QLEDs. Reproduced with permission from ref. 55. Copyright © 2020, Wiley-VCH. 
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P. R. Brown et al. shifted the energy level of PbS quantum dots (QDs) by up to 0.9 eV without 

changing the size of core QDs by exchanging various thiol-based and halide ligands.56 The change of 

the dipole moment of the QDs-ligand surface shifted the vacuum energy level and changed the position 

of the valence band maximum and conduction band minimum. As a result, they achieved an optimized 

PbS QDs solar cell efficiency of 8.55%. 

H. Moon et al. performed ligand exchange with three thiol ligands with different dipole moments 

on CdSe@ZnS QDs.55 Only the valence band maximum was upshifted during this process; the bandgap 

and photoluminescence barely changed. As electron and hole transfer accelerated and charge balance 

was matched, QLEDs performance of maximum luminance of 106400 cd/m2 and external quantum 

efficiency of 24.8% was achieved. 

 

Role of interface/surface engineering: Defect passivation 

Defects on the interface/surface of the materials generate trap states to induce charge accumulation 

as a charge injection barrier or act as nonradiative recombination centers. Defect passivation thus 

contributes significantly to improving the performance of optoelectronic devices. For instance, the 

efficiency can be increased by passivating the defects of metal oxides such as SnO2, TiO2, ZnO, and 

NiO employed as the charge transport layer in the device. S-.Y. Yoon et al. suppressed emission 

quenching at the QDs emitting layer/electron transport layer interface by passivating ZnMgO 

nanocrystals with acrylate species (Figure 1. 20).58 The short carboxylic acid with acrylate positively 

affects QLEDs by reducing hydroxyl species and oxygen vacancies on the surface of ZnMgO 

nanocrystals. Furthermore, F. Chen et al. confirmed the effects of energy band alignment and defect 

elimination simultaneously via Cl-passivation on ZnMgO nanocrystals.59 By upshifting the conduction 

band level, the electron injection barrier was lowered and the exciton quenching of QDs was suppressed. 

The most critical factor for high performance is defect control of the active layer material as well 

as interface passivation between layers. D. Park et al. developed new halide ligands for oleic acid-

capped PbS nanocrystals.60 They adapted triethylamine hydroiodide, which is optimized for stripping 

oleate ligands rather than conventional tetra-n-butylammonium iodide. In turn, the trap density of the 

active layer was reduced, and the electron mobility was improved. Defect engineering is particularly 

vital in perovskite materials owing to their ionic bonding feature and facile ion mobility. By acid etching, 

C. Bi et al. removed numerous defects in 4 nm sizes of CsPbBr3 nanocrystals.61 The surface energy of 

nanocrystals was increased by the etching step, and the uncoordinated sites were reduced with 

didodecylamine and phenethylamine ligands. They achieved an efficiency of 4.7% in the blue region 

and a high operating lifetime of 12 h. 
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Figure 1.20. (a) Multilayered device schematic of all-solution-processed red QLED and (b) cross-

sectional TEM image of a representative device integrated with 3 mmol-ZA-ZMO NP-based ETL. (c) 

Energy band levels, (d) current density−voltage, (e) luminance−current density, and (f) EQE−current 

density of red QLEDs integrated with p-ZMO and a series of acrylate-functionalized ZMO ETLs. 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 58. Copyright © 2022, American Chemical Society. 

 

Role of interface/surface engineering: Communication between materials 

Since the nanomaterial layer of optoelectronics is a microscopic assembly, interparticle distance, 

packing density, and orientation are significant characteristics. They regulate optical and electrical 

communication between nanomaterials. For example, nanoparticles containing short alkyl chain ligands 

increase charge transport efficiency in LEDs. Y-.H. Won et al. decreased the organic content from 13 

wt% to 8 wt% by replacing the oleic acid ligand of InP QDs with hexanoic acid.62 Additionally, as the 

interparticle distance shrank, the hole current multiplied four times, and the stability of devices was 

significantly enhanced. L. Sun et al. compared the efficiency of QLEDs by adjusting the thiol ligand 

length of PbS nanocrystals in angstrom units.63 The ligand with the highest external quantum efficiency 

of 2.0% was 8-mercaptooctanoic acid with 7 CH2 groups in the linker molecule. Moreover, the 

morphology and thickness of the film can be managed through the interface/surface engineering of the 

material. K. Lu et al. reported a novel solid-state ligand exchange method that forms PbS films with a 

thickness of ~1 um in one step.64 They adjusted the packing of the nanocrystal to produce a smooth film 

without crack formation. 
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Figure 1.21. Schematic representation of different preparations for semiconductive NCs films (a) Solid-

state ligand exchange: the NCs are first deposited on substrate and then ligand exchanged. The cracks 

formed in the bottom layer can be filled or covered by the subsequent layers. (b) Solution-phase ligand 

exchange: the ligand exchange process is conducted in solution. Then, the exchanged NC ink is 

dispersed in solvents such as dimethylformamide, formamide, and butylamine, which can be deposited 

into solid film directly. (c) Advanced solid-state ligand exchange: the NC mixture (dots and dimers) 

dispersed in nonpolar solution (hexane, octane etc.) is deposited on a substrate, which is then ligand 

exchanged to obtain crack-free, thick, and semiconductive NC film in only 1 step.  Reproduced with 

permission from ref. 64. Copyright © 2020, Cell Press. 
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Surface modification based on catechol groups for photovoltaics 

Catechol-containing structures found in living organisms such as mussels, sandcastle worms, and 

geckos show a variety of physicochemical properties like antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, redox capacity, 

metallic chelation, and adhesion.65 In this section, we introduced examples of surface engineering with 

catechol groups for highly efficient photovoltaics. 

The catechol group has been widely used in dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC) due to a strong 

binding affinity with TiO2 electrodes. H. J. Nam et al. introduced polydopamine layers into the TiO2 

electrodes as photosensitizers (Figure 1.22a).66 Although polydopamine is suitable as a sensitizer 

because of forming a strong bidentate complex with unsaturated Ti atom, it has disadvantages such as 

structure uncertainty and difficulty in coating control by self-polymerization. They modulated the 

polymerization of dopamine with an N2-saturated pH 8.5 tris(hydroxymethyl) aminomethane (THAM) 

solution. Additionally, the performance of DSSCs was evaluated by coating them using two different 

techniques: dip coating and electrochemical oxidation with cyclic voltammetry. The fabricated DSSCs 

showed the highest efficiency of 1.2% when the polydopamine layer was obtained by dip coating. The 

THAM buffer solution increases the solubility of dopamine more than five times and inhibits 

indiscriminate polymerization. They confirmed that the efficiency of DSSCs dropped rapidly to less 

than 0.1% when the polydopamine was coated with TiO2 in alcohol and water. This paper demonstrates 

the feasibility of using polydopamine layers in polymer-sensitized solar cells. 

T. Higashino et al. introduced the thiazolocatechol group as an anchoring group to the TiO2 

electrode in DSSCs (Figure 1.22b).67 The carboxylic acid is often used as an anchoring group because 

it can be easily synthesized and bound to TiO2. However, the binding with TiO2 is lost during cell 

operation, resulting in poor long-term stability. The catechol group has been extensively studied as a 

substitute for carboxylic acid, but the performance of DSSCs is low due to the electron-donating ability 

of the hydroxyl group in the catechol group. The authors introduced an electron-withdrawing thiazole 

moiety to the anchoring group to minimize the electron-donating ability of catechol groups. They 

substituted thiazolocatechol for the carboxylphenyl group of YD2-o-C8, a famous push-pull porphyrin 

sensitizer. The designed thiazolocatechol anchor showed the binding mode of symmetrical bidentate 

coordination to TiO2. The photovoltaic performance of the DSSC exhibited an efficiency of 4.87%, 

which is the first time broken through the 4% barrier in catechol-based sensitizers. 

Donor-π-catechol sensitizers suitable for type II DSSCs were developed in 2014 by Y. Ooyama et 

al (Figure 1.23).68 They designed sensitizers using the diphenylamine moiety as the electron-donating 

group and changing the π-conjugation system to fluorene, carbazole, or carbazole-terthiophene. In type 

II DSSCs, electrons are directly injected from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the 

sensitizer into the conduction band of TiO2 upon photoexcitation. This structure has the advantage of 

light harvesting over a wide spectral range.   
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Figure 1.22. (a) Schematic illustration of PDA-sensitized solar cells showing the photoinduced charge 

transfer process. Reproduced with permission from ref. 66. Copyright © 2012, Wiley-VCH. (b) Possible 

binding modes for anchoring groups on TiO2 and molecular structures of porphyrin sensitizers. 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 67. Copyright © 2019, Wiley-VCH. 
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Figure 1.23. (a) Schematic representation of type-I DSSC and type-II DSSC, (b) Chemical structures 

of D–π–Cat dye sensitizers YM-1, YM-2 and YM-3. Reproduced with permission from ref. 68. 

Copyright © 2014, The Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) Electron-injection pathway from the dye to the 

CB of the TiO2 electrode for a type-II DSSC based on CAT dye and a type-II DSSC based on CAT-PET 

dye. (d) Chemical structures of CAT and CAT-PET dyes with various substituents. Reproduced with 

permission from ref. 69. Copyright © 2017, The Royal Society of Chemistry.  

 

They investigated the electron injection mechanism depending on the molecular structure of 

catechol-based dyes and compared the influence of dye-to-TiO2 energy transfer on device performance. 

The expansion of the π -conjugation system by introducing terthiophene increased intramolecular 

charge transfer and decreased the dye-to-TiO2 energy transfer, resulting in improved indirect electron 

injection in the device. 

After three years, they expanded their work and proposed catechol-based sensitizers suitable for 

type II DSSCs. The authors compared device performance by adding a diethylamino group to catechol-

based dyes with various electron-withdrawing substituents on the catechol unit (Figure 1.23d).69 The 

diethylamino group, an electron donor moiety, improved device efficiency by retarding back-electron 

transfer in type II DSSCs structures. Except for CAT-PET-NO2, it was found that the photovoltaic 

performances of the DSSCs based on CAT-PET dyes are superior to those of CAT dyes without PET 

features. Photo-induced electron transfer promotes the electron injection from the ground state of 

catechol to the conduction band of the TiO2 electrode. 
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The catechol group has been used as an anchoring group and sensitizer in DSSCs and as an additive 

to hole transport layers (HTL) in other photovoltaic systems. For example, P. Huang et al. suggested 

3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA), 4-dihydroxybenzhydrazide (DOBD), and norepinephrine (NE) 

as dopants for the HTL material, poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):polystyrene-sulfonate 

(PEDOT:PSS) (Figure 1.24).70 PEDOT:PSS is frequently used as HTL in p-i-n perovskite solar cells 

owing to good hole mobility and solution processability. The catechol dopants enhanced the crystallinity 

and formed the smooth morphology of the perovskite films. These results were modulated by the 

interaction between NR3
+ of the catechol group and PEDOT, and DOBD was more effective than DOPA 

and NE. In addition, the dopant induced the separation of the PEDOT and PSS phases, reducing charge 

accumulation and facilitating hole transport. The optimized p-i-n perovskite solar cell showed a power 

conversion efficiency (PCE) of 17.46%, which was higher than 13.53% in the absence of catechol-

based dopants. This dopant also improved the stability of the device by weakening the acidity of 

PEDOT:PSS. 

Q. Xue et al. conducted similar research on adding dopamine to PEDOT:PSS in perovskite solar 

cells (Figure 1.25).71 The valence band maximum of CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite film is -5.4 eV, which 

differs from the work function of PEDOT:PSS (-5.1 eV), resulting in a decrease in device performance. 

The authors confirmed that dopamine-doped PEDOT:PSS has high radical contents and is effective at 

charge extraction through several analyzes, including electron spin resonance spectroscopy, time-

resolved photoluminescence, and transient photovoltage measurements. Dopamine in PEDOT:PSS not 

only increased the crystallinity of perovskite films but also passivated the surface defect of perovskite 

by using the amine and hydroxyl groups of dopamine. Furthermore, dopamine reduced the hole 

transport barrier by increasing the work function of PEDOT:PSS from -5.1 eV to -5.3 eV. As a result, 

the optimized device showed a PCE of 18.5%, which was the best performance in a perovskite-based 

inverted heterojunction solar cell at that time. This device exhibited high stability, losing only 20% of 

the efficiency after 250 h without encapsulation in the air. 

The dopamine doping effect was also demonstrated in organic solar cells as well as perovskite 

solar cells (Figure 1.26).72 Dopamine increased the work function and conductivity of HTL by reacting 

with the remaining sulfonic acid in PSS. The increased work function from -5.00 eV to -5.14 eV 

matched the HOMO energy level of poly[(2,6-(4,8-bis(5-(2-ethylhexyl)-4-fluorothiophen-2-

yl)benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b′]dithio-phene))-co-(1,3-di(5-thiophene-2-yl)-5,7-bis(2-ethylhexyl)-benzo[1,2-

c:4,5-c′]dithiophene-4,8-dione))] (PM6) compared to the existing PEDOT:PSS, improving the 

efficiency of the device. The PSS-dopamine complexes help stacking the PEDOT backbone and 

increase the conductivity of PEDOT:PSS. The fabricated device showed a PCE of 16.55%, which was 

the highest efficiency in organic solar cells at that time. Moreover, this strategy could be applicable 

regardless of the organic materials in the active layer. 
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Figure 1.24. (a) Molecular structures of catechol derivatives. (b) Typical J–V curves of Pero-SCs with 

neat PEDOT:PSS (black, empty square), and DOPA- (red, empty circle), NE- (blue, triangle) and 

DOBD-PEDOT:PSS (green, solid triangle) as HTLs. (c) The size analysis of the crystal grains in the 

perovskite films on the neat/doped PEDOT:PSS. Reproduced with permission from ref. 70. Copyright 

© 2017, The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

 

 

Figure 1.25. (a) Considerable differences in doping of PEDOT:PSS and DA-PEDOT:PSS: DA 

semiquinone radicals yield a greater electron donating effect for trap passivation. (b) Potential 

passivation effect: interactions between undercoordinated Pb atoms on the perovskite crystal and DA-

PEDOT:PSS with amino and hydroxyl groups. Reproduced with permission from ref. 71. Copyright © 

2018, Wiley-VCH. 
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Figure 1.26. (a) The molecular structure of PM6, Y6, and PNDIT-F3N. (b) Schematic energy level 

diagrams of the materials and device structure of the OSCs. (c) J–V and (e) IPCE curves of the devices 

with the as-cast PM6:Y6 system. (d) J–V and (f) IPCE curves of the devices with optimized PM6:Y6 

system. Reproduced with permission from ref. 72. Copyright © 2020, Wiley-VCH. 

 

M. Hou et al. suggested a catechol-based interlayer between the electron transport layer (ETL) and 

the perovskite active layer (Figure 1.27).73 The authors increased the efficiency of perovskite solar cells 

by forming a self-assembled dopamine monolayer on SnO2. The catechol group of dopamine bind to 

the uncoordinated cation on the surface of SnO2, and the amino group interact with perovskite by 

hydrogen bonding. This interlayer improved perovskite crystallinity and reduced interface defects. In 

addition, π- conjugated benzene structure aided electron transport. Consequently, solar cells introduced 

with a dopamine self-assembly monolayer exhibited a high PCE of 16.87%. 

J. Zhang et al. enhanced the stability and efficiency of photovoltaics by applying catechol groups 

directly to the perovskite layer rather than the interlayer or charge transport layer.74 Based on the Lewis 

acid-base interaction, the dopamine additive effectively reduced the uncoordinated Pb2+ defects and Pb0, 

I- defects. The catechol treatment induced the crystallographic orientation of perovskite stronger toward 

the (110) plane. Furthermore, dopamine upshifts the valence band of perovskite to match the HOMO 

energy level of HTL. They fabricated a device with an efficiency of 21.03% under an optimized 

structure, ITO/SnO2/Cs0.05(FA0.83MA0.17)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3:dopamine/spiro-MeTAD/MoO3/Ag. This 

work describes an easy and efficient method for increasing the stability and performance of 

photovoltaics through dopamine treatment. 
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Figure 1.27. (a) Schematic diagram of the dopamine self-assembled monolayer between SnO2 ETL and 

perovskite, (b) Best PCE of the devices with different DA treatment times and (c) histogram of 

efficiencies among 20 devices. (d) J−V curves measured under reverse and forward voltage scanning 

and (e) EQE of the devices deposited on SnO2 ETL with or without a DA SAM modification. 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 73. Copyright © 2018, American Chemical Society. 
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Surface passivation of metal halide perovskite materials for LEDs 

Perovskite is a material with a crystal structure as CaTiO3 and was initially discovered in the Ural 

Mountains by Gustav Rose in 1839 and named by Lev Perovski, a Russian geologist. Among the various 

perovskite structures, metal halide perovskites (MHP) have a general chemical formula of ABX3, where 

A-site has been used by Cs+, CH3NH3
+(methylammonium, MA), and CH(NH2)2

+ (formamidinium, FA), 

B-site is Pb2+, Sn2+, and X-site is a halogen ion (Cl-, Br-, and I-) (Figure 1.28a).75 These materials have 

recently attracted attention as next-generation display materials based on their benefits, such as high 

photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY), high color purity, solution processability, bandgap 

tunability, and an easy synthetic method (Figure 1.28b-e).76-79 In addition, MHPs are mainly composed 

of ionic bonds, unlike conventional semiconductor QDs such as Si, CdSe, and InP QDs. The MHPs 

crystals are easily synthesized and can be mass products because of the relatively low lattice formation 

enthalpy. Moreover, MHPs have a defect tolerance characteristic because they have a unique energy 

band structure. As shown in Figure 1.28f, the 6s orbital of Pb and the p orbital of halogen generate an 

antibonding orbital bond, and the band gap of MHPs is formed between the antibonding orbitals.80 

Therefore, even if there are defects in MHPs, the deep trap states are suppressed between the band gaps, 

and shallow trap states are mainly formed. Defect-tolerant MHPs have a high PLQY of close to 100% 

and a narrow full width at half maximum (FHWM) of 10 to 40 nm with only the core itself without 

shell overcoating. Based on these characteristics, perovskite LEDs have developed rapidly since they 

were demonstrated in 2014 and currently show an EQE of 23.0%, 23.4%, and 12.3% in the red, green, 

and blue regions, respectively.81-84 In this section, we summarize remarkable surface engineering 

methods to improve the efficiency of perovskite LEDs. 

The researchers have tried to reduce the dimension of 3D perovskite film through surfactant 

treatment to increase the exciton binding energy. Z. Xiao et al. added large n-butylammonium (BA) 

halides to MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3 perovskite films to reduce the crystal size of perovskite and increase 

exciton confinement.85 The 3D perovskite grain size of hundreds of nm was reduced to 10 nm, and the 

film surface became smooth with a roughness of less than 1 nm. As a result, the external quantum 

efficiency (EQE) of the LED fabricated with MAPbI3 perovskite increased from 1.0% to 10.4% after 

BAI treatment. This strategy was similarly applied to another halide, and the efficiency of MAPbBr3 

LED also increased from 0.03% to 9.3%. The bulk organic ligands contributed to the stability of the 

LED by passivating the nanocrystalline surface and suppressing ion migration. BAX-treated LEDs 

showed little degradation in performance for more than eight months in a glove box. 

An EQE of over 20% of perovskite LEDs was first reported by K. Lin et al., which far exceeded 

previous EQEs of less than 15% in the visible light region. They obtained a quasi-core/shell structure 

by mixing pre-synthesized CsPbBr3 perovskite with MABr additives (Figure 1.29).86 The 

compositionally graded structure was naturally formed via the difference in solubility and crystallinity 

of perovskite materials and MABr additives.  
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Figure 1.28. (a) Scheme of perovskite crystal structure. Reproduced with permission from ref. 75. 

Copyright © 2014, Springer Nature. (b) Near unity photoluminescence quantum yield of 

CsPbX3 (X=Cl, Br, and I) nanocrystals (NCs). Reproduced with permission from ref. 76. Copyright © 

2019, Wiley-VCH. (c) Emission from CsPbX3 NCs (black data points) plotted on CEI chromaticity 

coordinates and compared to most common color standards. Reproduced with permission from ref. 77. 

Copyright © 2015, American Chemical Society. (d) Anion exchange reactions on CsPbX3 NCs. 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 78. Copyright © 2015, American Chemical Society. (e) Solution 

processes for preparing perovskite films. Reproduced with permission from ref. 79. Copyright © 2015, 

The Royal Society of Chemistry. (f) Schematics comparing electronic structures that are defect-

intolerant and defect-tolerant. Reproduced with permission from ref. 80. Copyright © 2017, American 

Association for the Advancement of Science. 
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The MABr shell passivated the nonradiative defect of CsPbBr3 and helped balance the charge injection. 

The obtained perovskite films showed an EQE of 17% for perovskite LEDs. The authors inserted a 

poly(methyl methacrylate) layer between the ETL and the perovskite layer to enhance the efficiency of 

LEDs. The optimized device displayed an EQE of 20.3% after adjusting the electron and hole balance 

by reducing the electron injection. 

Perovskite nanocrystals (NCs) have excellent optical properties due to high exciton binding energy 

but have drawbacks such as low stability and low charge-carrier transport efficiency. Surface ligands 

are easily detached to form defects, and long alkyl chain ligands interfere with charge transport owing 

to their insulating properties. J. H. Park et al. increased the efficiency of LED by replacing the original 

oleylamine ligand of CsPbBr3 NCs with various quaternary ammonium bromide (QAB) ligands (Figure 

1.30).87 The authors systematically monitored the stability and optical properties of CsPbBr3 NCs by 

controlling the carbon chain length and bulkiness of QAB ligands. The coverage of the ligand on the 

NCs’ surface is affected by the number of octyl groups in the QAB ligands. As the steric hindrance 

between the ligands increases, the coverage of the ligand on the NCs decreases, resulting in low 

colloidal stability. The authors revealed that the carbon chain length affected the charge-carrier transport, 

and QAB ligands with ten carbons had the optimal charge-carrier balance. Fabricated devices exhibited 

a maximum luminance of 2269 cd/m2 and an EQE of 9.71%. 

Although blue-emitting LEDs in MHPs can be easily achieved with a mixture of Br and Cl, there 

are problems with efficiency drop due to chlorine vacancy and phase segregation. These chlorine 

vacancies create deeper trap states within the band gap to capture charge carriers and suppress radiative 

recombination. Furthermore, ion migration originating from halide vacancy induces phase segregation 

during device operation. X. Zheng et al. reported the strategy for passivating Cl vacancy by adding 

pseudohalide n-dodecylammmonium thiocyanate (DAT).88 The thiocyanate group filled the Cl vacancy 

and reduced the electron trap state, showing the near unit PLQY of CsPb(BrxCl1−x)3 QDs. The DAT 

ligands containing long carbon chains are convenient to apply to MHP QDs because of their high 

solubility in non-polar solvents. They achieved an EQE of 6.6% at 471 nm, close to pure blue. 

Efficiency was significantly improved compared to the previous blue perovskite LEDs, but operational 

stability was low. 

In order to obtain blue-emitting LEDs in MHPs, there is another way to engineer the dimension of 

Br-based perovskite materials using the quantum confinement effect. Since the exciton Bohr radius of 

CsPbBr3 is 7 nm, the bandgap gradually increases as the size of QDs decreases. The CsPbBr3 QDs with 

a size of 4 nm have a blue emission wavelength of ~470 nm. However, small-sized perovskite QDs 

show poor optical properties and stability due to their high surface area. C. Bi et al. demonstrated stable 

blue LEDs based on CsPbBr3 QDs using a novel acid etching-driven ligand exchange strategy (Figure 

1.31).61 They etched the imperfect [PbBr6]4- octahedrons by adding hydrogen bromide immediately after 

Cs-oleate injection.  
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Figure 1.29. (a) Schematic illustrations of single-layered CsPbBr3, bilayered CsPbBr3/MABr, and 

quasi-core/shell CsPbBr3/MABr structures, all fabricated on ITO substrates. (b) Photographs of the 

three as-prepared perovskite films under ultraviolet light. (c) SIMS depth analysis of the as-prepared 

quasi-core/shell CsPbBr3/MABr structure on ITO glass. (d) Cross-sectional TEM image of the quasi-

core/shell CsPbBr3/MABr structure on PEDOT:PSS. White arrows indicate the MABr shell (the grain 

boundary). Reproduced with permission from ref. 86. Copyright © 2018, Springer Nature. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.30. Schematic of LED structures and chemical structures of various ligand materials with 

different bulkiness and length. Reproduced with permission from ref. 87. Copyright © 2019, American 

Chemical Society. 
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The excess oleic acid ligands were also desorbed from the surface of the CsPbBr3 QDs during the 

etching process. The authors successively introduced the didodecylamine and phenethylamine ligands 

to passivate the uncovered surface. The surface-treated CsPbBr3 QDs showed a PLQY of 97% and 

FWHM of 23 nm at the emission wavelength of 458 nm. Then, they achieved an EQE of 4.7% and a 

maximum luminance of 3850 cd/m2
 in the pure blue region. Surprisingly, the device exhibited a long-

term half-lifetime of 12 h at the luminance of 102 cd/m2. They synthesized highly stable CsPbBr3 QDs 

enough to use ZnO NCs dispersed in a polar solution as an ETL material on the perovskite layer. 

In addition to having high PLQYs of QDs, highly efficient LEDs also require the formation of a 

compact and stable QD solid film. A bipolar-shell resurfacing strategy was presented to obtain high-

quality QD solids by removing the long-chain organic ligand (Figure 1.32).81 The bipolar shell consists 

of an inner anion shell and an outer cation shell of isopropylammonium and sodium cations. The 

compact bipolar QD solid has a ten times lower trap density and 100 times greater carrier mobility than 

conventional perovskite films. This approach applied to a wide variety of perovskites, regardless of size 

or morphology. They achieved an EQE of 12.3% for blue devices and 22% for green devices, opening 

the possibility for use in next-generation LEDs. 

Y.-H. Kim et al. presented a novel defect suppression strategy by doping guanidinium into FAPbBr3 

NCs.89 They employed zero-dipole guanidium cation to stabilize bulk entropy and improve the excitonic 

confinement. Then, they treated 1,3,5-tris(bromomethyl)-2,4,6-triethylbenzene to remove remaining 

halide vacancies and minimize nonradiative recombination. These synergistic strategies resulted in a 

current efficiency of 108 cd/A and an EQE of 23.4%. 

 

 

Figure 1.31. Schematic illustration of ligand exchange process driven by acid etching. Reproduced with 

permission from ref. 61. Copyright © 2021, Wiley-VCH. 
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Figure 1.32. (a)–(d) ζ potentials (left) and schematics (right) of QD surfaces. (a) The surface of as-

synthesized perovskite QDs showing near-zero ζ potential. (b) Purified QDs with surface defects and 

exhibiting slight positive charges. (c) QD resurfacing with isopropylammonium bromide. Surface 

vacancies were passivated and a bipolar solvent shell formed around the surface of the QDs. (d) QD 

surface following cation substitution using Na+. (e) Solids formed with resurfaced perovskite QDs with 

high PLQYs. (f) QD surface passivated with traditional long-chain organic ligands. (g) Film cast from 

perovskite QDs with long-chain organic ligands. Reproduced with permission from ref. 81. Copyright 

© 2020, Springer Nature. 
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Chapter 2. 

Bio-Inspired Catecholamine-Derived Surface Modifier 

for Graphene-Based Organic Solar Cells 

Chapter 2 is reprinted with permission from “S. Jung†, H. Kim†, J. Lee†, G. Jeong, H. Kim, J. 

Park*, and H. Park*, ACS Appl. Energy Mater. 2018, 1, 6463.” Copyright 2018 American 

Chemical Society. 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Organic solar cells (OSCs) have recently drawn great attention as next-generation energy-

harvesting devices, offering several advantageous features such as cost-effectiveness, light weight, 

flexibility, and compatibility for large-scale fabrication.1−11 Indium tin oxide (ITO) has been widely 

used as a transparent conducting electrode (TCE) for OSCs owing to its high electrical conductivity and 

good optical transparency.12 However, ITO is brittle and chemically unstable and the indium required 

is scarce, thus limiting the widespread use of ITO in next-generation devices.13 

Graphene is a highly promising alternative material for TCEs owing to its outstanding electrical 

and optical properties, and capability for large-scale production.14 Recent advancements with OSCs 

based on graphene electrodes have improved the device performance, reaching a power conversion 

efficiency (PCE) of over 8%.15−19 The major barrier to the widespread implementation of graphene 

electrodes for this application is the non-uniform wetting of charge transporting materials on the 

graphene surface owing to the inherent hydrophobicity of graphene because of the inert nature of its sp2 

hybridized carbon structure.18,20 Several strategies to resolve this issue have been proposed, including 

modifying the charge transporting materials with organic surfactants or polar solvents, chemically 

doping the graphene, or adding a metal oxide layer to the graphene.21−24  

Dopamine is a small-molecule catecholamine that acts as a neurotransmitter in the synapses of the 

human neural system. Polymerized dopamine (pDA) has been utilized as an adhesive surface modifier 

to control the surface properties of various organic or inorganic materials, including polymers, 

semiconductors, and noble metals.25 However, aggregation often occurs during the polymerization 

process, making the pDA surface rough with an uncontrollable morphology.26   

Norepinephrine is another derivative of catecholamine that functions as a neurotransmitter and as 

a hormone associated with stress or danger. It is composed of a hydrophobic benzene ring and 

hydrophilic functional groups (Figure 2.1a). Unlike dopamine, polymerization of norepinephrine (pNE) 

can yield a relatively smooth thin film with a uniform surface morphology because its 3,4-
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dihydroxybenzaldehyde unit suppresses the aggregation of pNE particles during the polymerization 

process.26  

In this study, we fabricated graphene electrode-based OSCs by modifying the graphene surface 

through thin film coating of pNE as the surface modifier. Incubation time-dependent controllable pNE 

coating effectively modified the hydrophobic surface of graphene to make them hydrophilic without 

causing significant damage to the graphene. An annealing treatment on pNE-coated graphene improved 

the overall film quality and induced effective doping of graphene with negligible change in the chemical 

composition and optical transmittance of the resulting film. We then test the ability to apply a uniform 

poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)-poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) coating to this pNE-coated 

graphene surface as a hole transporting layer without any pinhole formation. By optimizing the 

incubation time for the pNE coating and the annealing condition, which was corroborated with various 

analyses on optical, electrical, and morphological properties, efficient graphene-based OSCs were 

demonstrated with PCE of 7.93%, achieving comparable performance to that of the ITO reference 

device (PCE=8.73%). 
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2.2 Results and discussion 

The pNE film was formed on graphene via a catechol oxidative polymerization reaction using a 

pH-triggered dip-coating method as described previously.25−28 Graphene was first synthesized by 

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process and transferred to the target substrate.29 The graphene was 

then immersed in a pH 8.5 Tris buffer (10 mM) containing norepinephrine and 2-(2-

aminoethoxy)ethanol (AEE) (Figure 2.1b), which is a hydrophilic primary amine. It is worthwhile to 

point out that the addition of AEE is quite critical to achieve the high quality of pNE nanofilm on the 

graphene layer. AEE reagent plays two important roles in pNE coating as primary amine. One is a 

suppression of cohesion which is intermolecular crosslinking of catechol derivatives. It is well known 

that oxidized catechol reacts with primary amine by forming catechol-amine adducts via Schiff base 

formation or Michael addition reaction (Figure 2.1c). This process suppresses the uncontrollable 

polymerization of the catecholamine molecules, resulting in the formation of an ultra-smooth and 

conformal thin film of pNE. We compared the morphology of pNE-coated graphene with or without 

AEE and confirmed that the root-mean square (RMS) value decreased by 0.5 nm from 1.54 nm to 1.01 

nm (Figure 2.2).  

 

 

Figure 2.1. Formation of the pNE film on graphene. (a) Molecular structure of norepinephrine. (b) 

Schematic of the process of coating and polymerization of norepinephrine on graphene. (c) Scheme for 

the polymerization pathway of norepinephrine. (d) Digital image of pristine and pNE-coated graphene 

on glass substrates. 

 

The other role of AEE is to provide more hydrophilicity to target surfaces. Because of the hydroxyl 

group in AEE molecule, catechol-adducts give an extra hydroxyl group to pNE coating layer. We 
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confirmed that the water contact angle decreased when AEE is added (Figure 2.3). The pNE coating 

via norepinephrine polymerization on graphene (G-pNEx, x = 1, 3, and 6 hr) did not significantly affect 

the optical transmittance, as observed in the digital images in Figure 2.1d. The transmittance of the pNE 

film that was formed with a 6 hr incubation time (G-pNE6) was over 96.0% at a wavelength of 550 nm, 

which was not significantly different from that of the pristine graphene sample (Figure 2.4). 

 

 

Figure 2.2. AFM images of pNE-coated graphene samples incubated for 6 h with and without AEE. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3. Water contact angles on pNE-coated graphene samples incubated for 6 h with and without 

AEE. 
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Figure 2.4. Optical transmittance of pNE-coated graphene films before annealing. 

 

The surface morphologies of pNE films formed on graphene with various incubation times were 

analyzed by atomic force microscopy (AFM) as shown in Figure 2.5. The results show that the surface 

roughness of the pNE-coated graphene gradually increased as the polymerization of norepinephrine 

proceeds with increasing incubation time; the RMS roughness of pristine graphene was 0.4 nm while 

that of G-pNE6 was 1.0 nm (Figure 2.5a,b). The nanometer-scale thickness of the pNE film also 

increased proportionately with the incubation time as shown in Figure 2.5c. Compared with the pDA 

coating, the relatively slow polymerization rate of pNE promoted the formation of a smoother surface 

while minimizing the particle aggregation as evidenced by the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

images shown in Figure 2.6. This result further confirms that the proposed pNE-coating method enables 

the formation of a thin film with a low surface roughness with precise control over the film thickness. 

To minimize the insulating effect of the pNE film,30 a film thickness of less than 10 nm was used 

in this study. In addition, an annealing treatment was performed on the as-synthesized pNE film to 

improve the overall film quality. The treatment was found to enhance the electrical conductivity of the 

pNE-coated graphene without significantly affecting its chemical composition or optical properties. 

Figure 2.7 shows an AFM image of the annealed pNE film, showing the decreased surface roughness, 

thickness and the absence of aggregation. The reduction of the film roughness and thickness indicates 

that the number of vacant spaces between pNE particles was decreased during annealing process. 

Next, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was carried out to characterize the effects of the 

thermal treatment on the chemical composition of the pNE film. Figure 2.8 shows the XPS spectra of 

the C 1s and N 1s peaks in pNE-coated graphene, indicating that the annealing process resulted in 

negligible changes.30 Figure 2.9 shows the sheet resistance of the pNE-coated graphene film, which 

indicates that the electrical conductivity decreased as the pNE incubation time increased owing to the 

pNE-induced insulation effect and the interfacial contact resistance between pNE and graphene. The 

annealing treatment improved the overall conductivity of the film by reducing the vacant spaces and 
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improving the contact between the graphene and pNE. Moreover, the optical transmittance analysis 

showed that the annealing process did not cause a significant change in the pNE film as shown in Figure 

2.10. 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Surface morphology analysis of pristine and pNE-coated graphene without annealing. (a) 

Topography images of pristine graphene and pNE-coated graphene formed with various incubation 

times. (b) RMS values representing the roughness of graphene and pNE-coated graphene. (c) Thickness 

of the pNE film as a function of the incubation time. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6. SEM images of (a–d) pNE-coated graphene and (e–h) pDA-coated graphene according to 

incubation time. 
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Figure 2.7. (a–c) AFM images of pNE-coated graphene after annealing with different incubation time. 

Comparison of (d) root mean square values and (e) thicknesses of pNE-coated graphene before and 

after annealing. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8. XPS spectra of (a–c) C 1s and (d–f) N 1s peaks of pNE-coated graphene before and after 

annealing. 
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Figure 2.9. Sheet resistance of pNE-coated graphene films before and after annealing according to 

incubation time. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10. Optical transmittance of pNE-coated graphene films after annealing. 

 

The effect of the pNE coating on graphene was further characterized via several spectroscopic 

analyses. Raman spectroscopy was carried out to identify any structural damage to the sp2 carbon 

framework of graphene as a result of the pNE polymerization process. A disorder-induced D peak (1350 

cm−1), which originates from the back-scattered phonon by the defect structures in graphene, indicates 

any disruption of graphene lattice symmetry, including sp3 carbon defects, vacancy sites, and grain 

boundaries.31 The shaded region in the spectra in Figure 2.11a represents the defect spectra of graphene. 

Negligible defect peak in the pristine graphene indicates that high-quality graphene was synthesized 

and transferred to the substrate. No noticeable changes in the D peaks were observed after the 1, 3, and 

6 hr-incubated pNE coating on graphene, indicating that the pNE coating does not cause any significant 

damage to the graphene lattice structure. Furthermore, the change in the intensity ratio of G (1560 cm−1) 
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to 2D peaks (2680 cm−1), as well as the peak shift, suggests that graphene is p-doped through the pNE 

coating,32,33 which becomes more pronounced with increasing pNE thickness (Table 2.1). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.11. Spectroscopic analyses of graphene and pNE-coated graphene without annealing. (a) 

Raman spectra of graphene and pNE-coated graphene (the purple shaded region indicates the defect-

related peak). Zoom-in regions of the Raman spectra at right confirm the presence of p-doped graphene. 

XPS spectra of the (b) C 1s and (c) N 1s peaks showing the peak shift due to the pNE coating on the 

graphene surface. UPS spectra of the (d) cut-off and (e) Fermi edge regions for graphene and pNE-

coated graphene. 
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Table 2.1. The intensity ratio of G/2D peak in Figure 2.11a. 

 

 

 

XPS analysis was performed to characterize the chemical composition of the pNE-coated graphene. 

As shown in Figure 2.11b, the XPS spectra of C 1s peak broadened as the incubation time with pNE 

increased; this was due to the increase in the intensity of the sp3 carbon peak at 286 eV, which is 

associated with the carbon backbone of pNE.34 The observed C 1s peak shift to higher binding energies 

corresponds to the p-doping of graphene.35,36 The region delineated by the dotted line represents the 

C−N bond (289 eV),35 and the increase in the associated peak intensity indicates the thickening of the 

pNE film as the incubation time increased. Similarly, the intensity of the N 1s peak at a binding energy 

of 400 eV increased as the pNE incubation time increased as shown in Figure 2.11c. 

Then, ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) was performed to confirm the change of 

graphene work function due to the doping effect.36 As seen in the cut-off region in Figure 2.11d, the 

graphene coated with pNE exhibited higher work function values (4.8 eV in the G-pNE6) than pristine 

graphene (4.4 eV). This finding is consistent with the Raman and XPS results. The pNE coating did not 

cause any significant differences in the Fermi edge of the UPS spectrum, as shown in Figure 2.11e. 

The wettability of the PEDOT:PSS on pristine graphene and pNE-coated graphene was evaluated 

by contact angle measurement and SEM analysis. As shown in Figure 2.12a, the water contact angle on 

pristine graphene was 86º, confirming the hydrophobic nature of pristine graphene surface.18 After the 

pNE coating on graphene with a 1 hr incubation time, the contact angle was reduced to 60º, indicating 

that the surface of graphene was modified to become more hydrophilic. The contact angle was further 

reduced with thicker pNE layer, which eventually was saturated after 3 hr of incubation time. 

PEDOT:PSS was coated onto the hydrophilic-modified graphene and the surface morphology of the 

associated film was analyzed through SEM shown in Figure 2.12b−e. In contrast to the incomplete 

PEDOT:PSS coating on pristine hydrophobic graphene, uniform coverage was achieved on the surface-

modified graphene without any pinholes regardless of the pNE thickness, confirming that the pNE 

coating promotes uniform PEDOT:PSS formation on graphene surface. 

pNE-coated graphene electrode-based OSCs were fabricated with the conventional structure using 

poly[4,8-bis(5-(2-ethylhexyl)thiophen-2-yl)benzo[1,2-b;4,5-b’]dithiophene-2,6-diyl-alt-(4-(2-

ethylhexyl)-(3-fluorothieno[3,4-b]thiophene-)-2-carboxylate-2,6-diyl)] (PTB7-Th) and [6,6]-phenyl-

C71-butyric acid methyl ester (PC71BM) as the donor and acceptor materials, respectively, for the bulk 

heterojunction photoactive layer. A schematic of the device structure and the corresponding flat-band 

energy-level diagram are provided in Figure 2.13a. Three layer of stacked CVD-grown graphene with 

an average sheet resistance of 318.6 ± 8 Ω sq−1 and transmittance of 92.6% at 550 nm, was used as the 

 Graphene G-pNE1 G-pNE3 G-pNE6 

G/2D 0.63 0.78 0.99 1.02 
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TCE to optimize the device performance. The fabrication details are provided in Methods. The current 

density versus voltage (J−V) characteristics of OSCs were measured under simulated AM 1.5G 

illumination at 100 mW cm−2 irradiance. As shown in Figure 2.13b, the overall device performance was 

slightly better for the annealed pNE-graphene OSCs (G-pNEx-A, x = 1, 3, and 6 hr) compared to the 

non-annealed pNE-graphene devices. Figure 2.13c is the summary of device performance statistics for 

1 hr pNE-coated graphene-based OSCs, which exhibits higher device yield in overall for the annealed 

case. The corresponding photovoltaic parameters are summarized in Table 2.2. As shown in Figure 

2.13d, the optimized pNE-coated graphene-based PTB7-Th:PC71BM champion device exhibited a PCE 

of 7.93% with a short-circuit current density (Jsc) of 15.89 mA cm−2, an open-circuit voltage (Voc) of 

0.80 V, and a fill factor (FF) of 62%, reaching close to the performance of ITO reference device 

(PCE=8.73%). The slightly lower Jsc and FF values of the graphene-based devices were mainly 

attributed to the high sheet resistance of graphene compared to ITO. External quantum efficiency (EQE) 

measurements also confirmed the lower Jsc vales of the graphene-based OSCs compared to the ITO-

based devices as shown in Figure 2.13e. These results demonstrate that hydrophilic surface modification 

of graphene by well-controlled pNE coating with negligible loss in optical and electrical properties 

could be successfully integrated in optoelectronic devices. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.12. Surface modification of graphene by the pNE coating without annealing. (a) Water contact 

angles on pristine graphene and pNE-coated graphene samples incubated for 1, 3, and 6 hr. SEM images 

of the PEDOT:PSS coatings on (b) a pristine graphene surface and (c−e) pNE-coated graphene with 

various incubation times. 
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Figure 2.13. Device performance of the pNE-coated graphene-based OSCs. (a) Schematic of the 

conventional device and the corresponding flat-band energy-level diagram. (b) J−V characteristics of 

the pNE-coated graphene-based OSCs with and without the annealing treatment. (c) Performance 

statistics for the OSCs with G-pNE1 with and without annealing. (d) J−V characteristics and (e) EQE 

measurements with corresponding integrated Jsc of the device with the best performance (G-pNE1-A) 

compared with those of the ITO reference. 
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Table 2.2. Device performance parameters of ITO- and graphene-based PTB7-Th:PC71BM OSCsa 

a The average values were calculated from 30 devices. 

  

Anode Jsc [mA cm−2] Voc [V] FF [%] PCE [%] Rs [Ω cm2] Rsh [Ω cm2] 

ITO 
16.54 

(16.33 ± 0.21) 

0.80 

(0.79 ± 0.01) 

65.7 

(65.2 ± 0.5) 

8.73 

(8.41 ± 0.32) 
20 1854 

G-pNE1 
15.46 

(15.01 ± 0.45) 

0.80 

(0.78 ± 0.02) 

60.0 

(57.6 ± 2.4) 

7.39 

(6.74 ± 0.65) 
202 12200 

G-pNE3 
15.36 

(14.87 ± 0.49) 

0.78 

(0.74 ± 0.04) 

58.8 

(54.3 ± 4.5) 

7.08 

(5.98 ± 1.10) 
251 8820 

G-pNE6 
15.11 

(14.46 ± 0.65) 

0.79 

(0.74 ± 0.05) 

48.1 

(39.7 ± 8.4) 

5.69 

(4.25 ± 1.44) 
496 16621 

G-pNE1-A 
15.89 

(15.64 ± 0.25) 

0.80 

(0.79 ± 0.01) 

62.1 

(61.0 ± 1.1) 

7.93 

(7.54 ± 0.39) 
188 16715 

G-pNE3-A 
15.56 

(15.19 ± 0.37) 

0.79 

(0.77 ± 0.02) 

59.6 

(57.8 ± 1.8) 

7.26 

(6.76 ± 0.50) 
261 16223 

G-pNE6-A 
15.34 

(14.72 ± 0.62) 

0.78 

(0.73 ± 0.05) 

50.2 

(47.8 ± 2.4) 

5.97 

(5.12 ± 0.85) 
384 10100 
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2.3 Conclusion 

In this study, norepinephrine, a bio-inspired catecholamine derivative with adhesive properties, 

was utilized as the surface modifier of graphene electrodes for applications in OSCs. The formation of 

a uniform pNE thin film via the polymerization of norepinephrine modified the intrinsically 

hydrophobic graphene surface more hydrophilic. This surface modification enabled uniform coverage 

of a conventional hole transporting material without any pinhole formation. As a result, highly efficient 

graphene-based OSCs were successfully demonstrated with comparable performance to the ITO 

reference device. The morphology and thickness controllable pNE coating without significant 

deterioration of the chemical or electrical properties of the electrode make it promising for applications 

in various graphene-based optoelectronic devices based on solution-processing or printing technologies. 
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2.4 Experimental section 

Graphene synthesis and pNE coating. Graphene was synthesized by CVD method using Cu 

substrate (Alfa Aesar, 13382) at low pressure condition. CVD furnace was ramped to 1000 °C under 

hydrogen flow. After annealing at 1000 °C, the graphene was grown by introducing the methane gas. 

The as-synthesized graphene was transferred to target substrate through polymer-assisted wet transfer 

method using poly(methyl methacrylate). The pNE film was formed by simple dip coating method. The 

coating solution contains 9.73 mM of DL-norepinephrine hydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich, A7256) and 

9.73 mM of 2-(2-aminoethoxy)ethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, A54059) in Tris buffer (10 mM, pH 8.5). The 

transferred graphene was immersed in the coating solution and incubated for various time durations. 

The coated substrate was taken out carefully with argon blowing. Non-coated materials were washed 

out by stream of distilled water, followed by gentle blow-drying with Ar. 

 

Device Fabrication. ITO-coated glass substrates were cleaned by sonication in soap water, 

deionized water, acetone, and isopropanol followed by oxygen plasma treatment. PEDOT:PSS was 

spin-coated on ITO or pNE-coated graphene electrodes at 4000 rpm for 1 min. In case of annealing 

samples (G-pNEx-A, x=1, 3, 6 hr), pNE films were treated at 100 oC for 1 hour with 300 sccm of Ar 

before PEDOT:PSS coating. PTB7-Th and PC71BM were dissolved in a mixture of chlorobenzene:1,8-

diiodooctane (97:3 vol%) solvents at concentrations of 12 and 40 mg mL−1, respectively. The blended 

solution of PTB7-Th:PC71BM was spin-coated at 900 rpm for 2 min under nitrogen environment. Al 

was thermally evaporated under high vacuum conditions at base pressure of 8 10−7 Torr. 

 

Measurements and Characterization. J−V characteristics of solar cells were measured using a 

Xenon arc lamp (300 W) solar simulator and Keithley 2635A source measurement unit in a nitrogen-

filled glove box. A custom-made shadow mask was used during the measurement to prevent any 

potential overestimation over the actual device area. EQE measurements were performed using the QE 

system (QEX7, PV measurements) under ambient conditions. The analysis on the surface morphology 

was performed using dimension AFM (DI-3100, Veeco) operating in tapping mode, SEM (S-4800, 

Hitach), and OM (Eclipse LV150, Nikon). XPS and UPS measurements were conducted using 

monochromated Al−Kα radiation source and He I (21.2 eV) discharge lamp (ESCALAB 250Xi, Thermo 

Fisher Scientific), respectively, under ultra-high vacuum condition (<10−10 Torr). XRD patterns were 

registered using a Cu X-ray source (MAX2500V, Rigaku). Raman spectra were recorded by confocal 

Raman microscope (Alpha300R, WITec). Absorption and transmittance spectra were measured by 

UV−Vis−NIR spectrophotometer (Cary 5000, Agilent). Sheet resistance was measured by 4-point probe 

(CMT-SR2000N, Advanced Instrument Technology). 
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Chapter 3. 

Thiol-Based Surface Modification of InP Quantum Dots for Color Filter 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have been recognized as promising candidates for next-

generation color displays because of their high photoluminescence quantum yields (PLQYs), narrow 

full widths at half maximum (FWHM), color tunability, and solution processability.1-10 Cd-based QDs 

have excellent optical properties, such as unity PLQY and FWHM below 30 nm; however, 

commercialization is strictly regulated by the toxicity of Cd.11,12 As representative eco-friendly III-V 

group QDs, InP QDs have been in the spotlight as an alternative to Cd-based QDs and are used in 

currently produced QD displays.13-15 

The QD displays are largely classified into photo-enhanced, electro-emissive, and photo-emissive 

systems.16,17 Photo-enhanced QD display refers to a structure in which QDs are integrated into a light-

emitting diode (LED) backlight in a liquid crystal display (LCD). A representative example of this 

structure is the Samsung QLED television using Nanosys' quantum dot enhancement film (QDEF), in 

which red- and green-emitting InP QDs are embedded in the film to realize a wide color gamut. Electro-

emissive systems utilize red, green, and blue-emitting QDs as electroluminescence materials, like the 

organic emitters of organic LEDs, and are anticipated to dominate the display industry in the future. A 

photo-emissive system called quantum dot color filter (QDCF) or quantum dot photoresist is formed by 

embedding QDs in a color filter and has the advantages of high color purity, efficient luminescence, 

wide-angle viewing, and improved contrast.18,19 

Compatibility between QDs and photoresists is crucial for fabricating an effective QDCF. This 

compatibility affects the long-term stability of the QDCF by controlling the distance of QDs within the 

color filter and suppressing aggregation.20-22 Furthermore, acrylic acid-based photoresist resin is mainly 

dissolved in propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate (PGMEA) solvent in the display industry. This 

PGMEA solvent has the advantage of viscosity, is less volatile than alcohol solvent, and is easy to 

control film thickness. However, highly emissive InP QDs have a hydrophobic surface, making them 

difficult to dissolve in the PGMEA solvent and more likely to aggregate. 

In this study, we introduced phenylethyl mercaptan (PEM) ligand to InP@ZnSeS QDs for 

dissolving the QDs in PGMEA. By injecting ligands into QDs crude solution at high temperatures, we 

achieved a PLQY retention of over 75% without a peak shift in the emission spectra during the ligand 

exchange process. Our strategy is applicable regardless of the size and emission wavelength of QDs. In 
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addition, surface-engineered QDs showed high colloidal stability in PGMEA for more than one month 

with little change in optical properties. 
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3.2 Results and discussion 

We synthesized oleic acid-capped InP@ZnSeS QDs (OA-capped QDs) by hot-injection method 

(details provided in the Experimental section). In a typical synthesis, Zn-oleate, InCl3, and 1-octadecene 

(ODE) were added to a three-necked round-bottom flask and degassed under vacuum. The prepared 

tri(methylsilyl)phosphine-tri-n-octylphosphine (TMSP-TOP) complex was injected into this solution to 

form an InP core. Then, eco-friendly QDs were synthesized by overcoating the ZnSeS shell at high 

temperatures with TOP-Se and TOP-S. The emission wavelength of QDs was 524 nm, and a high PLQY 

of above 80% was achieved. 

As shown in Figure 3.1, the as-prepared QDs are passivated with hydrophobic OA ligands and are 

not dispersed in the PGMEA solvent. We engineered the surface of OA-capped QDs with thiol ligands 

that have a stronger bonding affinity than the carboxylic acid of OA.23,24 To suppress the reduction of 

photoluminescence efficiency and aggregation during the ligand exchange process, we used a crude 

QDs solution without further purification.25 The formation of a defect state on the surface of QDs during 

the washing procedure results in a loss of optical characteristics during the ligand exchange procedure. 

The crude solution was loaded in a three-necked round-bottom flask, converted to an inert atmosphere, 

and thiol ligands were injected at high temperatures. Thiol ligands of PEM, 2-mercaptoethanol, and 3-

mercaptopropionic acid with high polarity are utilized to compare compatibility with PGMEA solvent 

(Figure 3.2). The PEM-treated InP QDs showed good solubility in the PGMEA solvent, and we 

conducted further optimization experiments. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1. Surface engineering of InP@ZnSeS QDs. The schematic depicts the ligand exchange of 

oleic acid-capped InP@ZnSeS QDs with thiol ligand to modulate the compatibility. The InP@ZnSeS 

QDs capped with phenylethyl mercaptan (PEM) are dispersible in propylene glycol monomethyl ether 

acetate (PGMEA) solvent. The photographs in the inset show the InP@ZnSeS QDs in PGEMA. 
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We investigated changes depending on the concentration of PEM ligands, reaction temperature, 

and reaction time to optimize the ligand exchange procedure. First, we treated ligands while increasing 

the amount of PEM from 0.5 mmol to 20 mmol based on 4 mL of crude solution (Figure 3.3a). Only 

some OA ligands were exchanged when the ligand was less than 5 mmol, resulting in a low yield of 

PGMEA-dispersed QDs. In contrast, QDs were well dispersed in PGMEA when the amount of ligand 

was greater than 5 mmol, but PLQY tended to decrease as the amount of ligand increased. The PLQY 

retention shows the highest value of 74.9% at 5 mmol of PEM (Table 3.1). The reaction temperature is 

involved in ligand exchange dynamics and greatly influences PLQY and the chemical yield of PGMEA-

dispersed QDs. The PEM ligands were not introduced sufficiently to OA-capped QDs because of a slow 

exchange reaction below 200 oC. The maximum substitution efficiency was observed at 200 oC, slightly 

lower than the boiling point of PEM at 217 oC (Figure 3.3b and Table 3.2). The PEM vaporized, and 

the ligand was desorbed at a temperature higher than the boiling point of PEM, which reduced the 

optical properties of QDs. Reaction time also plays an important role in this ligand exchange method. 

The ligand exchange was completed in 2 hours at a reaction temperature of 200 oC (Figure 3.3c and 

Table 3.3). When the high temperature is maintained for a long time, the concentration of PEM ligand 

in the solution decreases due to vaporization, and the passivation ratio of OA ligand increases again. 

 

 

Figure 3.2. Molecular structures of (a) PEM, (b) 2-mercaptoethanol, and (c) 3-mercaptopropionic acid. 

Photographs under (d) room light and (e) 365 nm UV light of the surface-engineered InP@ZnSeS QDs 

in PGMEA depending on the types of thiol ligands. 
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Figure 3.3. Photoluminescence spectra of surface-engineered QDs depending on the various reaction 

conditions such as (a) concentration of PEM ligands, (b) reaction temperature, and (c) reaction time. 

 

 

Table 3.1. The optical properties of surface-engineered QDs depending on the concentration of PEM 

ligands. 

Reaction 

Temp. 

Number of 

ligands 
Solvent 

Emission 

(nm) 

FWHM 

(nm) 

PLQY 

(%) 

QY 

retention 

Pristine  Hexane 524.96 40.95 80.43  

200 oC 

0.5 mmol 

PGMEA 

533.07 41.90 35.23 43.80% 

2 mmol 532.22 43.05 39.49 49.10% 

5 mmol 525.68 41.99 60.23 74.89% 

10 mmol 527.57 43.56 52.77 65.61% 

20 mmol 530.89 44.67 44.01 54.72% 

 

 

Table 3.2. The optical properties of surface-engineered QDs depending on the reaction temperature. 

Reaction 

time 

Reaction 

Temp. 
Solvent 

Emission 

(nm) 

FWHM 

(nm) 

PLQY 

(%) 

QY 

retention 

Pristine  Hexane 526.21 41.71 82.26  

3 hr 

200 oC 

PGMEA 

528.80 42.52 54.03 65.68% 

220 oC 528.72 44.13 50.00 60.78% 

250 oC 529.53 45.56 28.77 34.97% 
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Table 3.3. The optical properties of surface-engineered QDs depending on the reaction time. 

Reaction 

Temp. 

Reaction 

time 
Solvent 

Emission 

(nm) 

FWHM 

(nm) 

PLQY 

(%) 

QY 

retention 

Pristine - Hexane 526.21 41.71 82.26 - 

200 oC 

1 hr 

PGMEA 

527.92 42.26 53.76 65.35% 

2 hr 527.63 42.66 60.89 74.02% 

3 hr 528.80 42.52 54.03 65.68% 

6 hr 532.11 45.30 24.77 30.11% 

9 hr 531.29 45.24 10.99 13.36% 

The size and size distribution of OA-capped QDs and PEM-capped QDs were measured through 

dynamic light scattering (Figure 3.4). The solvodynamic diameter of OA-capped QDs decreased from 

11.3 nm to 9.3 nm after ligand exchange, and there was no significant aggregation between QDs (Table 

3.4). A relatively shorter length of PEM than OA successfully passivates the surface of InP@ZnSeS 

QDs. The surface environments of the QDs are analyzed by Fourier transform-infrared spectroscopy 

(Figure 3.5). The absorption peaks near 3008, 2926, 2850, and 1560 cm−1 appear in OA-capped QDs 

and represent the =C-H stretching vibrations, CH2 stretching vibrations, CH3 stretching vibrations, and 

COO- asymmetric stretching vibrations, respectively. In particular, the C=O stretching peak at 1711 cm-

1 of OA is shifted to 1560 cm−1 after chelating with metal at the surface of QDs. The OA, PEM-capped 

QDs show peaks at 3032, 1946, and 1494 cm−1, which are not seen in the OA-capped QDs. These peaks 

indicate C-H stretching (aromatic), overtone, and C-C stretching (aromatic) vibration originating from 

the phenyl group in PEM ligand. It is worth noting that some OA ligands are not completely substituted 

by PEM and remain after PEM ligand treatment. In addition, we performed 1H nuclear magnetic 

resonance analysis to calculate the ratio of OA and PEM ligands on the surface of QDs (Figure 3.6). 

The proton adjacent to the unsaturated double bond of OA shows a resonance peak at 5.3 ppm, and the 

proton in the aromatic ring of PEM shows multiple peaks at around 7.3 ppm. Integration of these peaks 

confirms that the ligand ratios of OA and PEM on OA, PEM-capped QDs are 28.3% and 71.7%, 

respectively. It is consistent with the FT-IR results that some OA ligands are bound to the surface of 

the QDs. 

 

Table 3.4. Average particle size and size distribution of OA-capped QDs and OA, PEM-capped QDs 

by dynamic light scattering. 

Sample Size (nm) Z-average (nm) Polydispersity index 

OA-capped QDs 11.10 18.97 0.37 

PEM-capped QDs 9.31 12.36 0.13 
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Figure 3.4. Dynamic light scattering data of OA-capped QDs and PEM-capped QDs. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Fourier transform-infrared spectroscopy spectra of (a) OA, (b) OA-capped QDs, (c) PEM, 

and (d) OA, PEM-capped QDs. 
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Figure 3.6. 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (proton NMR) spectra of (a) OA, (b) PEM, (c) OA-capped 

QDs, and (d) OA, PEM-capped QDs dissolved in CDCl3. 
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We investigated the applicability of the PEM ligand system to various QDs with different sizes 

and emission wavelengths. Since most commercially available display devices have used blue backlight, 

it is crucial to utilize QDs for color conversion in the red and green emitting range. Three types of 

InP@ZnSeS QDs with emission wavelengths of 534, 593, and 615 nm were prepared by adjusting the 

size of the InP core. After ligand exchange at 200 °C for 2 h, these three QDs were successfully 

dispersed in PGMEA, retaining their PLQYs of over 76% (Figure 3.7 and Table 3.5). Our ligand 

exchange is a highly versatile method, regardless of the emission wavelength of InP@ZnSeS QDs. 

Furthermore, we monitored the colloidal stability of OA, PEM-capped QDs with various emission 

wavelengths. Upon examining the colloidal stability of QDs that had been stored under an environment 

with a relative humidity of 60% and room temperature of 25 °C, little change in emission peak and 

FWHM was observed over 30 days, and over 99% of the initial PLQY was retained (Figure 3.8). 

 

 

Figure 3.7. Photoluminescence spectra of surface-engineered QDs with emission wavelengths of 534 

nm, 593 nm, and 615 nm. 

 

Table 3.5. The optical properties of surface-engineered QDs with emission wavelengths of 534 nm, 

593 nm, and 615 nm. 

Sample 
Emission 

wavelength 
Solvent 

Emission 

(nm) 

FWHM 

(nm) 

PLQY 

(%) 

QY 

retention 

Pristine 
534 nm 

Hexane 534.83 41.99 84.61 - 

PEM PGMEA 536.22 42.93 49.85 58.92% 

Pristine 
593 nm 

Hexane 593.44 49.62 77.69 - 

PEM PGMEA 594.45 49.19 60.30 77.62% 

Pristine 
615 nm 

Hexane 615.01 52.19 70.99 - 

PEM PGMEA 616.50 51.39 54.05 76.14% 
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Figure 3.8. The colloidal stability of surface-engineered QDs. Changes in photoluminescence spectra 

of QDs with emission wavelengths of (a) 534 nm, (b) 593 nm, and (c) 615 nm. (d) Photoluminescence 

retention of QDs after one-month storage in ambient conditions. 
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3.3 Conclusion 

In summary, we have developed a novel thiol-based ligand exchange method for PGMEA soluble 

InP@ZnSeS QDs. PEM ligands are used as surface modifiers, substituting the original OA ligands. The 

defect formation on the QDs’ surface was minimized, and PLQY was preserved by more than 75% 

during ligand exchange by optimizing ligand concentration, reaction temperature, and reaction time. It 

was effective to react for a short time at a temperature slightly lower than the boiling point in the crude 

solution, and the surface of the PEM-capped QDs was confirmed through FT-IR and proton NMR. This 

PEM-based ligand system was also effective for InP QDs with various emission wavelengths. In 

addition, the PEM-capped QDs exhibited high colloidal stability without degradation of PLQY for one 

month in PGMEA. Our strategy could expand the QD color conversion layer development for highly 

emissive QD displays. 
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3.4 Experimental section 

Materials. Oleylamine (OLAM, 98%), ODE (90%), OA (90%), zinc acetate (99.99%), indium (III) 

chloride (99.999%), gallium chloride (99.99%), indium(III) acetylacetonate (In(acac)3, 99.99%),  

zinc(II) acetylacetonate (Zn(acac)2), selenium (Se, 99.99%), TOP (97%), sulfur (S, 99%), 1-

dodecanethiol (DDT, 98%), toluene (anhydrous, 99.8%), tetrahydrofuran (THF,  99.9%), PEM (99%), 

PGMEA (99.5%), n-hexane (anhydrous; 95%), and acetone (99.5%) were purchased from Sigma‐

Aldrich. TMSP (99%) was obtained from SK Chemicals. All chemicals were used without further 

purification. 

 

Preparation of precursors. Zn-oleate was prepared by loading zinc acetate (5.5 g, 30 mmol), OA 

(19 mL, 60 mmol), and ODE (41 mL) into a three-necked round-bottom flask. The mixture was 

degassed under a vacuum at 120 oC for 2 h. After degassing, the solution was heated up to 300 oC and 

maintained for 10 min under Ar atmosphere. TOP-Se (0.5 M) was obtained by dissolving the Se powder 

(15.8 mg, 0.2 mmol) in 0.4 mL of TOP in an Ar-filled glovebox. TOP-S (1.0 M) was prepared by 

dissolving the S powder (9.6 mg, 0.3 mmol) in 0.3 mL of TOP in an Ar-filled glovebox. We prepared 

TMSP-TOP solution by mixing 0.3 mL of TMSP and 0.5 mL of TOP. In-Zn-P complex was synthesized 

by referring to the previous report.26 In(acac)3 (0.41 g, 1 mmol), Zn(acac)2 (0.13 g, 0.5 mmol), OA (1.3 

mL, 4 mmol), and ODE (10 mL) were loaded into 50 mL three-necked round-bottom flask and degassed 

under vacuum at 120 oC for 1 h. After cooling the mixture to room temperature, 0.19 mL of TMSP and 

1 mL of TOP were added to the mixture. 

 

Synthesis of green-emitting InP@ZnSeS QDs. The 4 mL of Zn-oleate, 6 mL of ODE, 0.2 mL of 

THF, and 0.1 mmol of InCl3 powder were loaded in a 50 mL of a three-necked round-bottom flask and 

degassed under vacuum at 160 oC for 1 h. The mixture was cooled down to 100 oC and heated to 280 

oC for 10 min. Then, 0.5 mL of TMSP-TOP solution was injected into the mixture at 280 oC and 

maintained the reaction for 1 h. After InP core growth, ZnSeS shells were overcoated at 150 oC by 

adding 0.6 mL of TOP-Se and 0.3 mL of TOP-S. The mixture was heated to 300 oC for 10 min and 

reacted for 2 h. The crude solution was washed by adding excess acetone and redispersed in hexane. 

For the ligand exchange, we used the crude solution without an anti-solvent washing step. 

 

Synthesis of red-emitting InP@ZnSeS QDs. The 2 mL of Zn-oleate, 0.1 mL of THF, and 0.05 

mmol of InCl3 powder were loaded into 50 mL of a three-necked round-bottom flask and degassed 

under vacuum at 70 oC for 30 min. The mixture was reacted at 140 oC for 1h and heated up to 280 oC 

for 10 min. Then, 0.1 mL of TMSP-ODE, 0.12 mL of TOP, and 0.06 mmol of GaCl3 solution were 

injected into the mixture at 280 oC and maintained the reaction for 1 h. The size of InP core was 
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increased via continuous injection of In-Zn-P complex. We injected In-Zn-P complex for 3 h in a rate 

of 1 mL/h. After InP core growth, ZnSeS shells were overcoated at 150 oC by adding 0.3 mL of TOP-

Se, 0.15 mL of TOP-S, and 0.3 mL of ODE. The mixture was heated to 300 oC for 10 min and reacted 

for 1 h. Finally, 0.14 mL of DDT ligands were introduced to the reaction batch at 120 oC and reacted 

for 30 min. The crude solution was washed by adding excess acetone and redispersed in hexane. We 

used the crude solution without an anti-solvent washing step for the ligand exchange. 

 

Surface engineering of QDs. The standard ligand exchange method is described as follows. The 

crude QDs solution (4 mL) was loaded in 50 mL of a three-necked round-bottom flask and degassed 

under vacuum at room temperature for 1 h. After Ar backfill, the solution was heated up to 200 oC for 

15 min. The PEM ligands of 5 mmol were injected into the solution at reaction temperature and reacted 

for 2 h. Surface-engineered QDs were washed via centrifugation at 13000 rpm for 10 min. After 

discarding the supernatant, the precipitates were dispersed in PGMEA solvent and centrifuged at 13000 

rpm for 5 min to eliminate aggregated QDs. 

 

Characterization. Absorption spectra were measured by a Shimadzu UV-1800 UV–vis 

spectrometer. Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy and quantum yields were obtained for the QDs via 

a quantum efficiency measurement system (Otsuka QE-2000). DLS measurements were performed on 

a Malvern Instruments Zetasizer Nano-ZS90 at 25 °C. The surface of the QDs was analyzed by Fourier 

transform-infrared spectroscopy (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan, IRTracer-100). 1H nuclear magnetic 

resonance spectra were acquired using a Bruker AVANCE III HD (400 MHz) spectrometer. 
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Chapter 4. 

Highly Emissive Blue Quantum Dots with Superior Thermal Stability via 

In Situ Surface Reconstruction of Mixed CsPbBr3–Cs4PbBr6 Nanocrystals 

Chapter 4 is reprinted with permission from “H. Kim†, J. H. Park†, K. Kim, D. Lee, M. H. Song*, 

and J. Park*”, Adv. Sci. 2022, 9, 2104660.” Copyright 2022, Wiley-VCH. 

4.1 Introduction 

Metal halide perovskite materials have been recognized as promising candidates for next-

generation color displays because their high photoluminescence quantum yields (PLQYs), narrow full 

widths at half maximum (FWHM), ease of band-gap tuning, and solution processability fulfil the ITU-

R Recommendation BT.2020 (Rec. 2020) of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU).1-3 

Recently, significant progress has been achieved in the development of near-infrared, red, and green 

perovskite light-emitting diodes (LEDs), with external quantum efficiencies (EQE) reaching over 

20%.4–8 However, the efficiency of blue perovskite materials has lagged far behind, with EQEs of 12.3% 

in the sky blue region of the spectrum (475–490 nm) and 8.8% in the blue region (460–475 nm) having 

been reported.9,10 Furthermore, joule heating during LED operation is inevitable; thus, the development 

of perovskite materials with superior thermal stability, in which thermal quenching is minimized, is an 

important issue for the practical application of perovskite LEDs. 

Several strategies for obtaining blue-emitting perovskites nanocrystals (NCs) are available. One 

method involves mixed halides that include both Br and Cl anions.11,12–17 Although this is a convenient 

method for bandgap engineering, easy formation of Cl– vacancies poses a limitation as it results in a 

deep trap state within the bandgap.18–20 These defect sites cause perovskite layer degradation and ion 

migration, resulting in phase segregation in response to the application of an electric field during device 

operation.21,22 A second method is to use Br-based two-dimensional perovskite nanoplatelets and take 

advantage of the exciton quantum confinement effect.23–27 In inorganic cesium lead bromide (CsPbBr3) 

nanoplatelets, the emission can be controlled according to the number of [PbBr6]4– layers; however, 

strong exciton–phonon coupling and a randomly oriented distribution of nanoplatelets result in low-

performance LEDs.28 A third strategy for achieving blue-emitting perovskites nanocrystals (NCs) is to 

reduce the crystal size of a perovskite material such that it is within the quantum confinement 

regime.9,29–32 CsPbBr3 NCs with sizes in the quantum confinement regime (denoted by quantum dots, 

QDs) usually suffer from low PLQYs and stability because they are strongly affected by surface defects 

when the surface-to-volume ratio is high.33 In particular, small-sized QDs are easily degraded and 

undergo aggregation because of their high surface energy, leading to broad emission spectra and poor 

spectral stability such that the emission color is susceptible to changing to green at high temperature. 
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To overcome these problems, various approaches have been attempted, including amorphous CsPbBrx 

shelling,31 the addition of excess Br using ZnBr2 as the source,29
 Sb3+ doping,32 and acid etching-driven 

ligand exchange.34 However, few studies have been conducted on the application of blue LEDs 

incorporating highly stable CsPbBr3 QDs.9,34 A quite different approach involves CsPbBr3 NCs being 

embedded in a Cs4PbBr6 matrix with a crystal size of several hundred nanometers or more, resulting in 

improved PLQY and stability.35–38 However, the literature reports in this area have been focused only 

on green emission, and Cs4PbBr6/CsPbBr3 embedded structures are not suitable for electroluminescent 

devices because a zero-dimensional Cs4PbBr6 phase has a wide bandgap of 3.95 eV and is insulating.39,40 

In this article, we report a unique method to enhance the PLQY and stability of blue-emitting 

CsPbBr3 QDs via simultaneous generation of mixed CsPbBr3 QDs and Cs4PbBr6 NCs. By controlling 

the reactivity of the precursors, the size of the CsPbBr3 QDs was controlled. As a result, an emission 

wavelength of 470 nm with a high PLQY of >90% was achieved. We investigated the effects of the 

Cs4PbBr6 NCs on the photophysical properties and thermal stability of the CsPbBr3 QDs by observing 

changes in their morphology and optoelectronic properties. Octahedron defect sites on the surface of 

CsPbBr3 QDs were etched by the Cs4PbBr6 NCs, resulting in defect removal. This CsPbBr3 QD surface 

reconstruction decreases the defect density and eliminates nonradiative recombination pathways, 

leading to high efficiency and stability for the CsPbBr3 QDs. The mixed NC solution retained 90% of 

its initial PLQY value over 120 days of storage under ambient conditions, with little change in the 

emission peak position and FWHM. Thermally induced aggregation and fusion were suppressed during 

60 min of heating at 120 °C. Spectrally stable and efficient blue LEDs, having an EQE of 4.65% at 480 

nm, based on the mixed NCs were achieved. 
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4.2 Results and discussion 

Preparation of in situ generated blue-emitting NCs 

We synthesized a mixed solution of CsPbBr3 and Cs4PbBr6 NCs by modifying a previously 

reported synthetic method (details provided in the Experimental section).41 In a typical synthesis, 

Cs2CO3, PbO, oleic acid (OA), and 1-octadecene (ODE) were added to a three-necked round-bottom 

flask, and metal oleate complexes were formed by heating at 120 °C. Oleylammonium bromide 

(OLAM-Br) was prepared separately by reacting oleylamine and HBr, and then this was injected at low-

temperature under Ar into the metal oleate complexes. In this step, the reaction temperature and the Cs 

to Pb precursor ratio, as important factors for obtaining high-quality NCs with blue emission in the 

range of 460 nm to 480 nm, were carefully controlled. The CsPbBr3 to Cs4PbBr6 NC formation ratio 

was modulated by varying the Cs to Pb precursor feed ratio, as described in a previous report.42 When 

the amount of Pb precursor exceeded the amount of Cs precursor, the formation of CsPbBr3 NCs in the 

orthorhombic phase was favored (Figure 4.1). When the Cs and Pb precursor ratio was fixed at 1:1 and 

the reaction temperature was reduced, the growth of NCs was suppressed, and small CsPbBr3 NCs and 

Cs4PbBr6 NCs were simultaneously co-synthesized. The emission wavelength of the QDs was 470 nm, 

and a high photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) of above 90% was achieved. This phenomenon 

occurred because the depletion of the Pb precursor was slower than that of the Cs-precursor.42,43 At low 

temperature, the difference between the reactivities of the metal precursors was maximized, hence 

formation of Cs4PbBr6 NCs was promoted and the size of the CsPbBr3 NCs was reduced (Figure 4.2). 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1. X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns according to the feeding molar ratio of Cs and Pb 

precursor.  
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Figure 4.2. Schematic representation of temperature-dependent growth trend of perovskite 

nanoparticles. The schematic depicts the active metal precursor ion concentrations and products 

(CsPbBr3 and Cs4PbBr6 nanocrystals) as functions of increasing reaction temperature. The colored x-

axis that gradually changes from blue to green indicates the CsPbBr3 NC emission wavelength. 

 

We investigated the dependence of the photophysical properties of the as-synthesized NCs on the 

reaction temperature in the range of 60 °C to 160 °C. These NCs exhibited two peaks in the UV–vis 

absorption spectra: the first excitonic peak, between 450 nm and 500 nm, and a sharp peak centered at 

313 nm (Figure 4.3a). The absorption peak at 313 nm originated from optical transitions between 

localized states of the isolated [PbBr6]4− octahedron of Cs4PbBr6 NCs.44–46 X-ray powder diffraction 

(XRD) patterns of the NCs allowed us to confirm that the first exciton peak is related to the bandgap of 

the luminescent CsPbBr3 NCs. As shown in Figure 4.3b, the sample of synthesized NCs included both 

orthorhombic CsPbBr3 NCs and rhombohedral Cs4PbBr6 NCs, and the Cs4PbBr6-to-CsPbBr3 ratio 

increased as the reaction temperature decreased. This result is consistent with the increase in the 

intensity of the absorption peaks at 313 nm in the UV–vis spectra. As the reaction temperature decreased 

from 160 °C to 60 °C, the first exciton peak was blue-shifted, and the emission peak center shifted from 

the green (504 nm) to the blue (470 nm) wavelength region (Figure 4.3c). Transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) analysis also indicated that CsPbBr3 and Cs4PbBr6 NCs coexisted in the samples, 

and lowering the temperature reduced the overall size of the NCs (Figure 4.3d–g and 4.4). In addition, 

when the particle sizes (diameters) were measured by focusing on the luminescent CsPbBr3 NCs, the 

average size and relative standard deviations decreased from 9.3 nm to 3.5 nm and from 38.1% to 9.0%, 

respectively, as the reaction temperature decreased from 160 °C to 60 °C, because of the slow crystal 

growth rate at low temperature (Figure 4.3h). Because the size of the CsPbBr3 NCs synthesized at a 

temperature below 160 °C was smaller than the excitonic Bohr radius (~7 nm),47 the blue shift in the 
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emission peaks resulted from a quantum confinement effect, and the reduction in FWHM was due to 

the size distribution and defect density decrease. It should be noted that as the reaction temperature 

decreases, the PLQY increases from 57.7% to 90.1%, contrary to previously reported general trends of 

increasing crystallinity and PLQY with temperature (Figure 4.3i).41 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3. Characterization of perovskite NCs depending on the reaction temperature. (a) UV–vis 

absorption spectra, (b) XRD patterns, and (c) PL spectra of samples synthesized at 60 °C, 80 °C, 120 °C, 

and 160 °C, respectively. The insets are photographs of perovskite NCs in non-polar solvents acquired 

under 365 nm UV light illumination. TEM images of the samples synthesized at (d) 60 °C, (e) 80 °C, 

(f) 120 °C, and (g) 160 °C; the inset of (e) shows a high-resolution TEM image the of CsPbBr3 NCs 

prepared at 80 °C. (h) Histograms illustrating the distributions of CsPbBr3 NCs sizes for the samples 

prepared at different reaction temperatures. (i) Variations in emission wavelength, PLQY, and FWHM 

of the as-synthesized products with reaction temperature. 
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Figure 4.4. High magnification transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the in situ generated 

CsPbBr3-Cs4PbBr6 nanocrystals (ISNCs) synthesized at (a) 60 oC, (b) 80 oC, (c) 120 oC, and (d) 160 oC. 

 

 

Stability of in situ generated perovskite NCs 

In order to analyze the stability of the in situ generated CsPbBr3-Cs4PbBr6 NCs (denoted by ISNCs), 

we synthesized small CsPbBr3 QDs (denoted by C-QD113) as a control group using a conventional 

method based on hot injection of Cs-oleate at 90 °C with control of the OA and OLAM ligands (details 

provided in the Figure 4.5 and the Experimental section).48 Conventional CsPbBr3 QDs (denoted by C-

QD113) were obtained by hot injection of Cs-oleate at 90 °C with control of the OA and OLAM ligands. 

In general, small CsPbBr3 QDs have high surface energies and a large number of defects, and hence 

they can be ripened easily, resulting in a PL redshift. Upon examining the colloidal stability of ISNCs 

that had been stored under an environment with relative humidity of 65% and room temperature of 
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25 °C, little change in emission peak and FWHM was observed over 120 days, and 90% of the initial 

PLQY was retained (Figure 4.6a). By contrast, the emission wavelength of the C-QD113 without 

Cs4PbBr6 rapidly redshifted, moving from 458 nm to 475 nm within 30 days, even at room temperature 

(Figure 4.6d). To compare in detail the thermal stability of the prepared QDs, they were dispersed in 

toluene and incubated for a period of time at 120 °C. The C-QD113 were easily ripened and fused 

together at high temperatures, and the emission gradually shifted to longer wavelengths, with a green 

emission at 500 nm observed after 60 min of incubation (Figure 4.6e). The XRD data showed that a 

nonluminescent CsPb2Br5 tetragonal phase was formed simultaneously (Figure 4.6f). In the case of the 

ISNCs, the intensity of the emission centered at approximately 510 nm increased slightly with time 

during the annealing process, but there was no shift in the position of the emission peak maximum and 

the blue emission was maintained with a slight decrease in PL intensity (Figure 4.6b). Furthermore, 

other crystal structures such as CsPb2Br5 were not generated, and the diffraction patterns indicated that 

the crystallinity of the ISNCs was improved (Figure 4.6c). These results clearly demonstrated that the 

Cs4PbBr6 effectively suppressed heat-induced aggregation and decomposition of small CsPbBr3 QDs. 

These significant changes could be attributed to a reduction in surface energy via surface passivation. 

When comparing the water contact angles of ISNC and C-QD113 films, the contact angle of the ISNC 

film was 107.2°, i.e., greater than that of the C-QD113 film, which was 65.4° (Figure 4.7). The increased 

contact angle indicates a reduction in surface energy due to effective passivation of unsaturated atoms 

by hydrophobic ligands.32,34 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5. UV-vis absorption and PL spectra of conventional CsPbBr3 quantum dots (C-QD113). 
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Figure 4.6. Stability of in situ generated perovskite NCs. Variations in emission wavelength, PLQY, 

and FWHM of (a) in situ generated CsPbBr3-Cs4PbBr6 NCs (ISNCs) and (d) conventional CsPbBr3 

QDs (C-QD113) with incubation time under ambient conditions (relative humidity: 65%, temperature: 

25 °C). Emission stability of (b) ISNCs and (e) C-QD113 in toluene at 120 °C; the insets show 

photographs of the respective NCs acquired under UV light illumination. XRD patterns of (c) ISNCs 

and (f) C-QD113 after annealing in toluene at 120 °C over various periods of time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7. Water contact angles of (a) ISNCs, (b) C-QD113, and (c) separated CsPbBr3 QDs (S-QD113) 

on SiO2 wafer. 
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Effects of Cs4PbBr6 NCs on CsPbBr3 QD quality 

We hypothesized that the cause of the high PLQY and good thermal stability of the ISNCs was 

related to the presence of the Cs4PbBr6 NCs generated with the CsPbBr3 QDs. To investigate the role 

of the Cs4PbBr6 NCs, we conducted a systematic study to monitor the differences in the optical 

properties, defect levels, and morphology of CsPbBr3 QDs with different amounts of added Cs4PbBr6 

NCs. For this purpose, non-luminescent pure Cs4PbBr6 NCs (denoted by NC416) with diameters of 13.6 

nm were prepared separately via a previously reported method (Figure 4.8).49 CsPbBr3 QDs were 

separated from a crude solution and then mixed with Cs4PbBr6 NCs in different weight ratios from 0 to 

5 in a non-polar solvent. The separation of the CsPbBr3 QDs from the crude solution involved extraction 

via a size selection process using methyl acetate as an anti-solvent; a clear emission spectrum peaking 

at 477 nm was observed for the separated CsPbBr3 QDs. Because Cs4PbBr6 NCs and relatively large 

CsPbBr3 QDs were removed during the separation process, the absorption peak at 313 nm disappeared, 

and the PL peak was slightly blue shifted. The XRD and TEM results for the CsPbBr3 QD sample 

verified that the rhombohedral Cs4PbBr6 phase was not present and that the sample consisted entirely 

of CsPbBr3 QDs of 4.3 nm in size (Figure 4.9). 

 

 

Figure 4.8. (a) UV-vis absorption spectrum, (b) PL spectrum, and (c,d) TEM images of pure Cs4PbBr6 

NCs (NC416). 
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Figure 4.9. (a) UV-vis absorption spectra, (b) magnified view of the absorption spectra in the region 

300-600 nm, and (c) Photoluminescence (PL) spectra of NCs washed with methyl acetate and the 

mixture of acetonitrile and toluene. TEM images of NCs washed with (d) the mixture of acetonitrile 

and toluene and (e) methyl acetate. (f) XRD patterns according to the washing method. 

 

 

After mixing the separated CsPbBr3 QDs (denoted by S-QD113) and NC416
 for 1 h at room 

temperature in a weight ratio of 1:0 to 1:5, changes in morphology and optical properties were observed 

in a non-polar solvent (Figure 4.10). As the relative NC416 amount was increased, the absorption 

intensity at 313 nm increased, while the first exciton peaks of S-QD113 gradually decreased in intensity 

and was blue-shifted. (Figure 10a). The emission peaks were also shifted to shorter wavelength, and the 

PL intensity was concomitantly improved. (Figure 4.10b and 4.11). In addition to the optical properties, 

changes in particle size and morphology were observed. In the 1:2 ratio mixed solution, the size of the 

S-QD113 decreased from 4.32 nm to 3.87 nm, while the NC416 size increased from 13.38 nm to 14.51 nm 

(Figure 4.10c and 4.12). The morphology of the NC416 transformed from hexagonal to truncated 

diamond and assembled into zig-zag shapes (Figure 4.13). The etching of S-QD113 and the variation in 

the NC416 shape are a result of the high surface energy of the small CsPbBr3 QDs and the structural 

lability of perovskite as a function of its ligand environment. The CsPbBr3 phase was successfully 

converted into the Cs4PbBr6 phase and vice versa using excess oleylamine (OLAM) and oleic acid (OA) 

in a previous study.50 In our system, NC416 had a relative excess of the OLAM ligand, so small S-QD113 

were easily etched and the NC416 size was increased (Figure 4.14). 
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Figure 4.10. Characterization of the interaction between CsPbBr3 QDs and Cs4PbBr6 NCs. (a) UV–vis 

absorption and (b) PL spectra for various ratios of separately prepared CsPbBr3 QDs (S-QD113) and 

Cs4PbBr6 NCs (NC416). (c) NC size histograms before and after mixing S-QD113 and NC416 at a weight 

ratio of 1:2. (d) PL decay curves of S-QD113 and mixed S-QD113 and NC416. (e) Photographs acquired 

under UV light illumination of the as-prepared sample (left) and the sample after storage for 12 h under 

ambient conditions (right). (f) PL spectra of film in part A and B of the sample slide after 0 h and 12 h. 

Part A of the film was coated with S-QD113
 only and part B was sequentially coated with NC416 and then 

S-QD113. (g) Schematics of S-QD113 surfaces produced by mixing S-QD113 and NC416 in weight ratios 

from 1:0 to 1:2. Imperfect octahedrons on the S-QD113 surface were peeled off upon addition of NC416. 
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Figure 4.11. Photographs under (a) room light and (b) 365 nm UV light of the mixture according to the 

weight ratio of S-QD113 and NC416. 

 

 

Figure 4.12. (a) The schematic illustration of the experiment mixing S-QD113 and NC416 at a weight 

ratio is 1:2. TEM images of (b) S-QD113, (c) NC416, and (d) mixed S-QD113 and NC416. 
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Figure 4.13. TEM images with different magnifications at (a) 13.5k, (b) 26.5k (c) 88k, and (d) 255k 

when S-QD113 and NC416
 are mixed in a 1:2 weight ratio. 
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Figure 4.14. 1H nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of (a) NC416, (b) S-QD113, (c) oleylamine, and (d) 

oleic acid dissolved in CDCl3. 

 

Time resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) measurements were performed to determine the effects 

of the PLQY enhancement along with NC etching on the optical spectroscopic characteristics (Figure 

4.10d). Decay curves were used to analyze the excited state radiative relaxation dynamics. The S-QD113 

decay curve was fitted to a biexponential function with a 3.89 ns average lifetime. When S-QD113 was 

mixed with NC416, the decay curve of the resultant mixture fitted a monoexponential function well, and 

the average lifetime was gradually increased to 5.25 ns. This increment in the average lifetime could be 

a result of various effects, such as energy transfer between S-QD113 and NC416, a S-QD113 size effect, 

and a reduction in trap-state density; hence, we decided to examine each of these possible causes in turn. 

First, Cs4PbBr6 NCs have a wider band gap than CsPbBr3 NCs, so energy transfer is possible when the 

distance between the two materials is sufficiently close. Xuan et al. reported that the lifetime and PLQY 

were increased in a perovskite composite, in a study in which CsPbBr3 NCs were embedded in Cs4PbBr6 

NCs.38 In addition, Chen et al. synthesized CsPbBr3-embedded Cs4PbBr6 and analyzed the effect of 

metal halide interlayer in determining their photoluminescence excitation (PLE) properties.51 To 
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investigate the energy transfer, we acquired PLE and PL spectra of S-QD113 and ISNCs for various the 

excitation wavelengths (Figure 4.15). The S-QD113 emission intensity gradually decreased as the 

excitation wavelength increased, in line with the trend observed for the PLE spectrum. The PLE 

spectrum of the ISNCs included a sharp drop centered at around 313 nm corresponding to the Cs4PbBr6 

NC absorption peak. These results demonstrate that the origin of the PL of the ISNCs can be attributed 

to band edge emission of the CsPbBr3 QDs rather than energy transfer from the Cs4PbBr6 NCs. In the 

latter case, the ISNC emission would have improved significantly before the Cs4PbBr6 NC absorption 

region. Therefore, we excluded the energy transfer effect in ISNCs. Second, for perovskites, lifetimes 

tend to decrease as band gaps widen.52–55 Since S-QD113 is in the strong quantum confinement regime, 

the lifetime is expected to decrease with the decrease in particle size. However, in our study, when NC416 

was mixed with S-QD113, the size of the S-QD113 particles decreased slightly because of surface etching. 

This result, indicating a longer lifetime for smaller NCs, was contrary to our expectation. Therefore, we 

conclude that surface passivation effects are likely to be the main reasons for the longer lifetime, as 

reported previously.56,57 The Cs4PbBr6 NCs might promote the elimination of defects and radiative 

recombination in the CsPbBr3 QDs. 

 

Figure 4.15. PL spectra of (a) S-QD113 and (b) ISNCs as a function of excitation wavelength. UV-vis 

absorption and PL excitation spectra of (c) S-QD113 and (d) ISNCs. 
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To investigate in detail the optical properties of the NCs, the temperature-dependent PL of the S-

QD113 and ISNC samples was measured (Figure 4.16). The PL intensity of the S-QD113 sample gradually 

decreased as the temperature increased, in agreement with previous reports.58–60 In metal halide 

perovskites, because of the low exciton binding energy, excitons are dissociated into free charge carriers 

by thermal energy, promoting nonradiative decay.60–62 However, the ISNCs displayed a constant PL 

intensity, for the entire temperature range from 20 K to 300 K. As the exciton binding energies of NCs 

are highly dependent on the size of the NCs.59,62 we expect the exciton binding energy of the S-QD113 

(~4.32 nm) and ISNC (~4.33 nm) samples would be similar. Therefore, the constant ISNC PL intensity 

as a function of temperature suggests that nonradiative decay paths are substantially reduced by the 

presence of Cs4PbBr6. 

 

 

Figure 4.16. Temperature-dependent PL spectra of (a) S-QD113 and (b) ISNCs in the temperature range 

of 20-300k. (c) Normalized PL intensities of S-QD113 and ISNCs as a function of temperature. 

 

In addition, we induced an interaction between the S-QD113 and NC416 samples on the substrate to 

identify the effects of defect passivation in the solid state. First, half of the substrate was covered with 

Kapton tape (3M #5413) and then NC416 was spin coated on the exposed part. Subsequently, the 

experiment proceeded in order with the removal of ligands with methyl acetate, peeling off the tape, 

and coating S-QD113 over the entire substrate. As a result, half of the substrate was covered with only 

S-QD113, and the other coated with a double layer, with S-QD113 and NC416 in contact at the layer 

interface (Figure 4.17). For this as-prepared film, initially there was no difference in emission between 

the two regions (A and B); however, the PL intensity was greatly improved in the double layer (layer 

B) after 12 h (Figure 4.10e, f). Although the interaction was relatively slow in the solid state, the S-

QD113 defects were also passivated similar to the solution. We summarized the above-described 

mechanistic findings in a schematic illustration (Figure 4.10g). Surface reconstruction takes place at the 

interfaces between the CsPbBr3 QDs and Cs4PbBr6 NCs, and imperfect octahedrons on the CsPbBr3 QD 

surfaces are reduced during the etching process. In this process, the CsPbBr3 QD crystal size decreases, 

resulting in a blue shift of the emission wavelength, and the optical properties and colloidal stability are 

increased by the addition of Cs4PbBr6 NCs. 
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Figure 4.17. The schematic illustration of the mixing S-QD113 and NC416 in solid state. 

 

Fabrication and characterization of blue perovskite LEDs 

Encouraged by the high PLQY and stability of the ISNCs, we constructed LEDs with glass/indium 

tin oxide (ITO)/poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(p-styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS)/ poly[(9,9-

dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-co-(4,4'-(N-(4-sec-butylphenyl)diphenylamine)] (TFB)+ poly(9-

vinylcarbazole) (PVK) (30 nm)/ISNCs (20 nm)/ 2,2',2"-(1,3,5-benzinetriyl)-tris(1-phenyl-1-H-

benzimidazole) (TPBi) (70 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al (100 nm) structures. The thickness of each layer was 

confirmed via the acquisition of cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images (Figure 

4.18a). Energy band diagrams for the materials employed in the LEDs are shown in Figure 4.18b. Due 

to the low Cs4PbBr6 HOMO energy level (7.2 eV), a triple hole injection layer including a polymer with 

a deep work-function was used for efficient hole injection. The device performance characteristics of 

the ISNCs LEDs are shown in Figure 4.18c–f, Table 4.1. The LEDs fabricated with ISNCs exhibited a 

maximum luminance of 23 cd m-2 and EQE of 4.65% at wavelength of 480 nm. Histogram of maximum 

EQEs of ISNCs LEDs are shown in Figure 4.19. 

One of the most important problems for blue-emitting metal halide perovskites is the spectral 

instability that results from halide segregation. LED emission spectra measured using various voltage 

bias values are shown in Figure 4.18e. Because the ISNCs exhibited blue emission at 480 nm without 

halide mixing, the ISNC LEDs exhibited stable electroluminescence (EL) emission spectra over the 

entire range of device operating voltages. 

 

Table 4.1. Summary of device performance of ISNCs LEDs. 

Conditions 
L max 

[cd m-2] 
@bias 

LE max 
[cd A-1] 
@bias 

EQE max 
[%] 

@bias 

EQE avr 
[%] 

from 12 
devices 

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK+TFB/ISNCs 

/TPBi/LiF/Al 
23 @ 5.2 5.10 @ 4.2 4.65 @ 4.2 3.13 
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Figure 4.18. Blue perovskite LED device structure and performance characteristics. (a) Cross-sectional 

SEM image of ISNCs LED. (b) Energy band diagram of the materials employed in LEDs. (c) Current 

density–voltage (J–V) curve and luminance–voltage (L–V) curve, (d) luminous efficiency–current 

density (LE–J) curve, and (e) EQE–current density (EQE–J) curve of ISNCs LEDs. (f) EL spectra of 

ISNCs LEDs at various voltages. 

 

Figure 4.19. Histogram of maximum EQEs of ISNCs LEDs.  
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4.3 Conclusion 

In summary, we demonstrated a novel synthetic method to simultaneously obtain ultra-small 

CsPbBr3 QDs and Cs4PbBr6 NCs by controlling the ratio of the Cs- and Pb-precursors as well as the 

reaction temperature. CsPbBr3 QDs of 3.5 nm and 4.3 nm in size – smaller than the exciton Bohr radius 

– were synthesized at 60 °C and 80 °C, respectively. These QDs emitted blue light at 470 nm and 477 

nm, respectively, with high PLQYs of more than 90%. The Cs4PbBr6 NCs eliminated the imperfect 

octahedron defect sites on the surfaces of the CsPbBr3 QDs, which resulted in suppression of 

nonradiative recombination; this was confirmed via TRPL and temperature-dependent PL 

measurements. In addition, the colloidal and thermal stabilities of the ISNCs were significantly 

enhanced by suppressing particle aggregation and fusion. We realized efficient blue LEDs with a 

maximum EQE of 4.65% at 480 nm. In particular, the EL spectra were stable across various applied 

voltages, without exhibiting any peak shifts. This surface defect etching method, which relied on 

CsPbBr3 and Cs4PbBr6 phase surface reconstruction, was found to be effective even for solid-state films. 

Thus, our strategy could expand the development of a wide range of perovskite optoelectronic 

applications, including solar cells and NCs-based LEDs, thanks to the introduction of a new method for 

controlling the amount of defects. 
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4.4 Experimental section 

Materials. Oleylamine (OLAM, 98%), hydrobromic acid (HBr, 48%), cesium carbonate (Cs2CO3, 

99.9%), Lead oxide (PbO, 99.999%), 1-octadecene (ODE, 90%), oleic acid (OA, 90%), and lead 

bromide (PbBr2, 98%) were purchased from Sigma‐Aldrich. Acetonitrile (ACN, 99.5%), toluene 

(99.8%), methyl acetate (99.5%), and hexane (99.5%) were purchased from Samchun Chemicals. All 

the chemicals were used without further purification. 

 

Preparation of OLAM-Br precursor. The OLAM-Br salt was synthesized according to a 

previous method with some modifications.41 In a typical synthesis, OLAM (10 mL) and HBr solution 

(1.3 mL) were loaded into a 50 mL three-necked round-bottom flask, and the resulting solution was 

stirred under an Ar atmosphere at 120 °C for 2 h. Then, it was heated to 150 °C and left to react for an 

additional 30 min. After cooling the solution to 100 °C, it was vacuum dried for 1 h to remove any 

residual water. The precursor was collected in an Ar-filled vial and stored in a glove box for further use. 

 

Synthesis of ISNCs. Mixed CsPbBr3–Cs4PbBr6 NCs were prepared via an OLAM-Br precursor 

hot-injection method. Typically, Cs2CO3 (32.6 mg, 0.1 mmol), PbO (44.6 mg, 0.2 mmol), OA (1.0 mL), 

and ODE (10 mL) were stirred in a 50 mL three-necked round-bottom flask and degassed under vacuum 

at 120 °C for 1 h. After complete solubilization of the reaction mixture, the flask was filled with Ar and 

heated (or cooled) to obtain the desired temperature (60–160 °C). Then, the pre-heated OLAM-Br 

solution (0.9 mL) was swiftly injected into the reaction mixture. The reaction was quenched in an ice 

water bath after 30 min. 

 

Purification of synthesized NCs. The crude solution was transferred to a 50 mL conical tube and 

ACN and toluene were then added to the solution in a volume ratio of 1:2:3 (crude 

mixture:ACN:toluene). The nanocrystals were precipitated in a centrifuge at 7000 rpm for 5 min. The 

supernatant was discarded, and the precipitate was collected and dissolved in hexane. One more 

centrifugation (7800 rpm, 5 min) was required to purify the NCs and obtain the final product. The clear 

supernatant was collected and used for future studies. 

To eliminate the Cs4PbBr6 NCs from the crude solution, we used methyl acetate as an anti-solvent 

instead of the mixture of ACN and toluene. Typically, methyl acetate (5 mL) was added to the crude 

solution (5 mL). This solution was centrifuged at 7800 rpm for 5 min and the precipitate was discarded. 

An additional methyl acetate (20 mL) was added to the supernatant, and this mixture was centrifuged 

at 7800 rpm for 5 min. The precipitated CsPbBr3 QDs (S-QD113) were used in further studies after 

dispersion in hexane. 
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Synthesis of pure NC416. Monodisperse Cs4PbBr6 NCs were synthesized according to a previously 

reported method.49 The Cs-oleate precursor and NCs were prepared in air. For the Cs-oleate preparation, 

Cs2CO3 (0.4 g) and OA (8 mL) were loaded in a 20 mL vial and stirred on a hotplate at 150 °C for 20 

min. In a typical synthesis, PbBr2 (36.7 mg), OA (0.2 mL), OLAM (1.5 mL), and ODE (5 mL) were 

stirred at 150 °C until the solution became transparent. After cooling the solution to 80 °C, pre-heated 

Cs-oleate (0.75 mL) was swiftly injected into it. The reaction was quenched in an ice water bath after 3 

min. The crude solution was washed via centrifugation (4500 rpm, 10 min), which was followed by 

redispersion in hexane. 

 

Synthesis of C-QD113. Small CsPbBr3 QDs were synthesized according to a previously reported 

method with some modifications.48
 The synthetic approach was based on hot-injection of the Cs-oleate 

precursor. In brief, PbBr2 (69 mg) and ODE (5 mL) were loaded in a 50 mL three-necked round-bottom 

flask and degassed under vacuum at 120 °C for 1 h. Dried OA (0.6 mL) and OLAM (0.3 mL) were 

injected to the reaction mixture at 120 °C under Ar. After complete solubilization of the reaction mixture, 

pre-heated Cs-oleate precursor (0.4 mL) was swiftly injected into the reaction mixture at 90 °C. The 

reaction was quenched in an ice water bath after 10 s. For Cs-oleate preparation, Cs2CO3 (0.4 g), OA 

(1.2 mL), and ODE (15 mL) were stirred in a 50 mL three-necked round-bottom flask and degassed 

under vacuum at 120 °C for 1 h. Then the solution was heated to 150 °C and reacted for an additional 

30 min. The Cs-oleate precursor was preheated to 100 °C before use. Purification of the obtained QDs 

was achieved via the method mentioned above. 

 

Preparation of ex situ mixed S-QD113 and NC416. The solution was prepared by adding an amount 

of NC416 to S-QD113 (2 mg) to achieve the desired weight ratio in hexane (500 μL). After the addition 

of NC416, it was observed that the PL intensity increased within a few seconds. To achieve a 

homogeneity, the mixture was stirred for 1 h at room temperature. It is worth noting that when the 

QD113:NC416 weight ratio exceeded 1:10, the QD113 sample was completely etched and the emission was 

lost. To apply this system to the solid state, we used glass substrates, Kapton tape, QD113 (10 mg mL-1 

in hexane), and NC416 (20 mg mL-1 in hexane). The glass substrates were first cleaned by sonification 

while sequentially immersed in deionized water, acetone, and isopropyl alcohol. Then, half of the glass 

was covered with Kapton tape, and NC416 was spin coated at 3,000 rpm for 1 min. To avoid dissolution 

of NC416 layer, methyl acetate was then spin coated on the slide twice at 3,000 rpm for 1 min. After 

peeling off the Kapton tape, S-QD113 was spin coated at 3,000 rpm for 1 min on the entire substrate. 

 

Thermal stability test. After dissolving the NCs in toluene and adjusting the concentration to 10 

mg mL-1, we observed a change in the PL spectrum of the sample in a 120 °C oil bath as the time elapsed. 
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Device fabrication. ITO-patterned glass substrates were cleaned by sonification while 

sequentially immersed in deionized water, acetone, and isopropyl alcohol. The PEDOT:PSS layer was 

spin coated at 5,000 rpm for 40 s on the ITO substrates after 30 min of UV treatment. The slide was 

then transferred into a glove box and annealed at 140 °C for 10 min. TFB and PVK (volume ratio 1:1) 

were blended and dissolved in chlorobenzene such that the concentration of the mixture was 3 mg mL-

1. The TFB/PVK mixture solution was spin coated on the substrates (3,000 rpm, 40 s) and then annealed 

at 130 °C for 20 min. Perovskite NCs were then spin coated on the substrates (2,000 rpm, 30 s). Lastly, 

the slide was sequentially coated with TPBi (50 nm), LiF (1 nm), and Al (100 nm) by thermal 

evaporation. 

 

Characterization. Absorption spectra were acquired by a Shimadzu UV-1800 UV–vis 

spectrometer. Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy was carried out and quantum yields were obtained 

for the NCs via the use of a quantum efficiency measurement system (Otsuka QE-2000). 

Photoluminescence emission (PLE) spectra were obtained by using an Agilent fluorescence 

spectrophotometer. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed by using a Rigaku Ultimate-IV X-ray 

diffractometer operated at 40 kV and 200 mA using the Cu K line (λ = 1.5418 A). Transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) images were acquired by a JEOL JEM-2100 microscope with an 

acceleration voltage of 200 kV using copper grids (Ted Pella, USA). The particle sizes and distributions 

were measured using DigitalMicrograph software in TEM micrographs. Time resolved 

photoluminescence (TRPL) spectra were obtained by means of a time-correlated single-photon 

counting (TCSPC) setup (FluoTime 300, PicoQuant) at room temperature. 1H nuclear magnetic 

resonance (1H NMR) spectra were acquired using a Bruker AVANCE III HD (400 MHz) spectrometer. 

The residual proton signal of the deuterated solvent was selected as the reference standard. Temperature-

dependent PL measurements were performed in the temperature range of 20–300 K using a liquid 

helium cooler. PL spectra of the nanocrystal films were obtained using the Agilent fluorescence 

spectrophotometer. Water contact angles were measured using a drop shape analyzer (DSA-100, Krüss). 

Cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the device structures were obtained 

using a Nova Nano230 FEI SEM (accelerating voltage 10 kV). To prevent the occurrence of charging, 

a 5 nm platinum layer was deposited on the samples via sputter coating (Emitech K575x, Tescan). The 

device performances of the encapsulated LEDs were measured using a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter and 

spectroradiometer (CS-2000, Konica Minolta) under ambient conditions. 
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Chapter 5. 

Summary 

 

In this thesis, we have investigated the effects of interface/surface engineering of nanomaterials on 

optoelectronic devices such as solar cells and LEDs. We developed a highly versatile catechol-based 

coating system among various surface treatment methods. The catechol-based nanocoating method 

changed the surface properties and energy band alignment of nanomaterials. Additionally, we presented 

a defect engineering method for perovskite nanomaterials with low stability owing to their ionic 

bonding nature. The density of the trap state was reduced through etching-driven surface passivation 

between perovskite nanomaterials. These works were monitored with systematic analyses, improving 

the efficiency of optoelectronic devices. 

In Chapter 1, we briefly introduced types of nanomaterials and their unique properties resulting 

from high surface-area-to-volume ratios. After then, the representative surface/interface engineering 

methods, such as encapsulation of nanomaterials, ligand exchange, and mussel-inspired coating were 

summarized. Finally, we presented the effects of these treatments on optoelectronic devices. 

In Chapter 2, we applied amine-mediated catechol nanocoating to 1D graphene electrodes in OSCs. 

The intrinsically hydrophobic graphene surface was changed to a more hydrophilic one by a uniform 

pNE thin film. This surface modification made it possible to cover a typical hole-transporting material 

uniformly and without pinhole formation. As a result, we fabricated efficient graphene-based OSCs 

with performance on par with the ITO reference device. 

In Chapter 3, we developed a PEM-based ligand exchange method for PGMEA soluble 

InP@ZnSeS QDs. The defects on the QDs surface were reduced, and PLQY was preserved by more 

than 75% during ligand exchange by optimizing reaction conditions. This PEM-based ligand system 

was effective for InP@ZnSeS QDs with various sizes and emission wavelengths. Additionally, the 

PEM-capped QDs showed high colloidal stability without PLQY degradation in PGMEA. 

In Chapter 4, we demonstrated a novel strategy for highly efficient, stable CsPbBr3 QDs via in situ 

surface reconstruction of CsPbBr3–Cs4PbBr6 NCs. A high PLQY of >90% at 470 nm was obtained 

because octahedron CsPbBr3 QD surface defects were removed by the Cs4PbBr6 NCs. The defect-

engineered QDs exhibited high colloidal and thermal stability. Blue LEDs fabricated from CsPbBr3 

QDs with reconstructed surfaces exhibit a maximum external quantum efficiency of 4.65% at 480 nm 

and excellent spectral stability. 
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